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Abhizna Butchibabu and Prof. R. John Hansman 
ABSTRACT 
Performance Based Navigation (PBN) is a key element of the Federal Aviation Administration’s 
(FAA) NextGen Program.  In order to increase National Airspace System (NAS) capacity and 
efficiency, PBN routes and procedures are being developed, including Area Navigation (RNAV) 
and Required Navigation Performance (RNP) procedures.  RNAV enables aircraft to fly directly 
from point-to-point on any desired flight path using ground- or spaced-based navigation aids.  
RNP is RNAV with the addition of onboard monitoring and alerting capability. Both RNAV and 
RNP procedures allow aircraft to fly accurate routes without relying on ground-based navigation 
aids.  RNAV and RNP procedures facilitate more efficient design of airspace and procedures, 
offering significant safety improvements and flexibility to negotiate terrain, as well as improving 
airspace capacity and operational efficiency. 
The initial implementation of RNAV and RNAV (RNP) procedures has raised several human 
factors issues.  RNAV (RNP) Instrument Approach Procedures (IAP) and RNAV Standard 
Instrument Departures (SID) and Standard Terminal Arrivals (STARs) often have more 
waypoints, altitude constraints and other elements than conventional procedures, resulting in 
charts being cartographically complex.  Thus, a chart review was conducted to objectively 
understand the procedure elements that contributed to increased information density and high 
levels of visual clutter.   
A total of sixty-three approach, fifty-two departure, and fifty-four arrival procedures were 
analyzed.  Primary findings were that the factors associated with high levels of visual clutter 
included having multiple flight paths per page for approach and departure procedures, and having 
complex altitude constraints for arrival procedures.  Multiple waypoints per path was also a factor 
for both arrivals and approaches.  In addition, having RF legs were additional factor contributing 
to visual clutter for approach procedures.   
One method to mitigate the increased information density and visual clutter on the RNAV and 
RNP procedure depiction is to reduce the number of flight paths shown on a single page by 
separating the depicted paths to multiple pages.  However, there are a number of drawbacks to 
 4 
this clutter mitigation technique.  Example drawbacks include having more paper to carry in the 
flight deck and more time spent searching for the correct page within a set of separated pages.  
An experiment was conducted to determine the effect of reducing the number of paths depicted 
on single-page “Modified” charts.  FAA AeroNav Products and Jeppesen created versions of the 
Modified chart in their standard cartographical conventions.  The experiment was conducted to 
evaluate whether these Modified charts would impact information retrieval time and accuracy 
compared with the “Current” charts being used now.  Current FAA AeroNav Products and 
Jeppesen charts were used as the baseline condition.  Six procedures were studied, including three 
RNAV departure procedures from Dallas/Fort Worth, Las Vegas, and Salt Lake City airports, and 
three RNAV (RNP) approach procedures from Boise, Bozeman, and Palm Springs airports.  
During the experiment, pilots were shown the same procedure in Current and Modified chart 
formats.  
All charts were displayed electronically on a high-resolution computer monitor.  Pilots were 
asked information retrieval questions associated with each chart.  Pilot response time and 
accuracy with which pilots answered the information retrieval questions were recorded.  Pilots 
completed the task in two blocks, one for approaches and one for departures.  The Current and 
Modified charts within each block were presented in random order, and the order of the two 
blocks was counterbalanced.  Each block began with six practice questions.  Each session took 
approximately one hour to complete.   
Data were collected from 28 commercial airline pilots and 19 corporate pilots with average flight 
experience of 11,484 hours.  Fourteen pilots used FAA AeroNav charts, and 33 pilots used 
Jeppesen charts. 
Pilots were found to answer questions faster using Modified charts than Current charts. This 
effect was statistically significant with a p-value less than 0.01.  For approach procedures, the 
mean response time for Current charts was 16.9 seconds, compared with 10.6 seconds for 
Modified charts.  For departure procedures, the mean response time for Current charts was 16.2 
seconds, compared with 13.2 seconds for Modified charts.  Response times were also 
significantly faster for Modified charts than for Current charts when analyzed for each airport, 
chart manufacturer (Jeppesen and FAA AeroNav Products), and pilot type (Corporate and 
Airline). 
Overall question response accuracy for all 47 participants was 99.5%.  There were no statistically 
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Figure 1. RNAV and RNP routes compared with conventional 




Figure 2. The planview of approach charts at DeKalb-Peachtree airport (PDK) into runway 22L (a) 































Figure 3.RNAV and RNP procedures availability for each phase of flight [Professional 
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MISSED APPROACH: Cl imbing 





































GPS Required.  For  uncompensated Baro-VNAV systems,  
procedure NA below -8^C (18^F) or  above 47^C (116^F).  
For  inoperat ive MALSF, increase RNP 0.30 v is ib i l i ty  to  1   .
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MISSED APPROACH:  Cl imb to 6000 v ia BOI VORTAC
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MISSED APPROACH: Cl imb to 7200
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GPS required.    For  uncompensated Baro-VNAV systems,  procedure NA 
below -14^C (7^F) or  above 42^C (107^F).   For  inoperat ive SSALR 
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(VGSI Angle 3.00/TCH 55).
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!$ “Authorization Required” (AR) was previously referred to as “Special Aircraft Aircrew Authorization 
Required” (SAAAR).  AR is a term used now by both United States and ICAO.  Some charts presented in 













































121.1  270.8 E of  1R/19L
121.9  254.3 W of  1R/19L
LAS VEGAS TOWER
118.75  257.8 (Rwy 1L/19R, 1R/19L)
119.9  257.8 (Rwy 7L/25R, 7R/25L)






Rwys 1L/R do not exceed 230 KIAS unti l  BESSY.
DME/DME/IRU or GPS Required.
RNAV 1.
RADAR REQUIRED
For non-GPS equipped aircraft departing Rwys 1L/R, 19L/R, 25L/R:
LSV, BLD, BTY and TPH DMEs must be operational.
For non-GPS equipped aircraft departing Rwys 7L/R:




















































Rwys 1L/R: 1100-3 with minimum climb of 500’ per NM to 6000.
Rwys 7L/R: Standard with minimum climb of 400’ per NM to 8000.
Rwys 19L/R: Standard with minimum climb of 483’ per NM to 9000.
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GENERAL EDWARD LAWRENCE LOGAN INTL



















































NOTE:  DME/DME/IRU or GPS required.
NOTE:  Radar required.
NOTE:  RNAV 1.
NOTE:  Turbojet aircraft only.
NOTE:  Landing Runways 33L, 27, 22L:  Expect BOS APP
            to issue Rwy transit ion not less than 10 NM prior to
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Rwy 15L:  NA
-ATC.
Rwy 4R:  Sta
ndard.
Rwy 4L:  300
-1 or standar
d with minim
um climb of 3
58’ per NM to
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Procedure NA for  arr iva ls  at  
THESE v ia V343 nor thwest  bound. Procedure NA for  arr iva ls  at  GODFE 
v ia V365-536 nor thwest  bound.
APP CRS



































SPECIAL AIRCRAFT & AIRCREW
AUTHORIZATION REQUIRED















































MISSED APPROACH: Cl imb to 8300 v ia t rack 
123^ to HETSI,  and v ia r ight  turn to HAXAG, 












GPS Required.  For  uncompensated Baro-VNAV systems,  procedure 
NA below -23^C (-11^F) or  above 39^C (102^F).  When VGSI inop,  
procedure NA at  n ight .  For  inoperat ive MALSR increase RNP 0.30 





















































Procedure NA for  arr iva ls  v ia 
GATEY, RANEY and WOMET
via V343 southbound.
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LAS VEGAS TOWER
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Rwys 1L/R do not exceed 230 KIAS unti l  BESSY.
DME/DME/IRU or GPS Required.
RNAV 1.
RADAR REQUIRED
For non-GPS equipped aircraft departing Rwys 1L/R, 19L/R, 25L/R:
LSV, BLD, BTY and TPH DMEs must be operational.
For non-GPS equipped aircraft departing Rwys 7L/R:




















































Rwys 1L/R: 1100-3 with minimum climb of 500’ per NM to 6000.
Rwys 7L/R: Standard with minimum climb of 400’ per NM to 8000.
Rwys 19L/R: Standard with minimum climb of 483’ per NM to 9000.
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Figure 15. Deviations reported for each procedure type 
! ."!
!






































































Table 2. Data sample for an example approach procedure 
Airport BOI (Boise, Idaho) 
Procedure name RNAV (RNP) Z RWY 28L 
Number of Paths 8 
Number of IFs 5 
Number of segments in 
the MAP 1 
Number of RF legs in 
MAP 0 
IAF names RENOL PARMO CADKI UTEGE EREXE CANEK BANGS EMETT 
Number of waypoints 
from IAF to Runway 5 6 6 8 8 7 9 9 
Number of waypoints 
between IF to FAF 3 4 4 5 5 5 5 6 
Number of RF legs from 
IAF to Runway 1 2 2 1 0 0 2 3 
Distance from IF to FAF 8.5 14.9 14.9 10 10 10 15.6 20.6 
Number of waypoints 
between FAF to runway 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Distance from FAF to 
runway 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
Number of altitude 
constraints 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Vertical profile starts with FAF FAF FAF FAF FAF FAF FAF FAF !! !
! '%!
!
















10000  X  150
A 5




CATEGORY B C DA
REIL Rwy 10L
TDZ/CL Rwys 10R and 28L
3900RW28L





RNAV (RNP) Z RWY 28L






GND CONATIS CLNC DEL
123.9  290.4 119.6  269.4
BOISE APP CON BOISE TOWER































































RADAR required for  
procedure entry  at  
UTEGE.
Procedure NA for  arr iva ls  at  RENOL 
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(BOI)BOISE AIR TERMINAL (GOWEN FIELD)
AL-57 (FAA)
RNAV (RNP) Z RWY 28L
GPS required.   For  uncompensated Baro-VNAV systems,  procedure NA 
below -14^C (7^F) or  above 42^C (107^F).   For  inoperat ive MALSR 
increase RNP 0.15 and RNP 0.25 v is ib i l i ty  to  RVR 6000,  and RNP 0.30 to 1   .
MISSED APPROACH: Cl imb to 6000 
v ia t rack 280^ to J IMMI and hold,  





































3 .1  NM
3250/50   
370 (400-    )3228/40   





RNP 0.15  DA
RNP 0.25  DA



























































!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. Raleigh-Durham was not included in the Problematic group as it was later simplified as a result of the 
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Figure 19. List of procedure elements comparing approaches at Baseline Airports and Problematic 
Airports A) shows the average number of procedure elements B) shows the procedure elements 

























































































































Figure 21. Vertical profile starting fix is shown for individual airport 
categorized by Problematic Group and Baseline Group.  The shaded 





























































































Figure 22. Average number of waypoints per path from IAF to MAP per Airport is shown for 



























































































































































































































































Figure 24. Average number of waypoints in the missed approach procedure is shown for 
individual airports categorized by Baseline and Problematic 
Figure 25. Average number of RF legs in missed approach course is shown for individual 








































































































Figure 26. Average number of waypoints between IF and FAF per procedure is shown for 
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NOTE: Chart  not  to  scale
ATLANTA/

























121.9  381.6 (Rwys 8L-26R, 8R-26L)
121.75  381.6 (Rwys 9L-27R, 9R-27L)
121.65  381.6 (Rwy 10-28)
ATLANTA TOWER
119.1  381.6  (Rwy 8L-26R)
125.325  381.6  (Rwy 8R-26L)
119.3  381.6  (Rwy 9R-27L)
123.85  381.6 (  Rwy 9L-27R) 
119.5  381.6  (Rwy 10-28)
ATLANTA DEP CON
125.7 (Rwys 8L-26R, 8R-26L)
125.65 (Rwys 9L-27R, 9R-27L)
135.375 (Rwy 10-28)
NOTE: DME/DME/IRU or GPS Required.
NOTE: Midfield aircraft at Ramps 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 wil l  advise Ramp Towers













NOTE: Use departure frequency depicted 
           unless otherwise assigned.
(Continued on next page)
NOTE: RNAV 1.
           of Departure SID prior to pushback.  




Rwys 8L, 8R, 9L, 9R, 10, 26L, 26R, 28, Standard with
minimum climb of 500’ per NM to 1527.
Rwys 27L, 27R, Standard with minimum climb
of 500’ per NM to 1900.
NOTE: RADAR Required for non-GPS equipped aircraft.
NOTE: Transponder code wil l  be issued via PDC or Atlanta clearance delivery.
NOTE: Accelerate to 250 KIAS, i f  unable, advise ATC.
NOTE: If unable to accept cl imb rate,
           advise ATC on init ial contact.
NOTE: For Turbojets only.
Mainta in 250
KIAS unt i l  ZALLE
(ATC) Mainta in 250
KIAS unt i l  HYZMN
(ATC)
Mainta in 250
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Figure 28. List of procedure elements comparing departures at Baseline Airports and Problematic 
Airports A) shows the average number of procedure elements B) and C) shows the procedure 
elements related to distance 






Figure 30. LEETZ TWO RNAV departure at SLC !
LEETZ TWO DEPARTURE
(RNAV)
SALT LAKE CITY INTL
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
(SLC)
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
(SLC)



























































































































































12000  230 KIAS
NOTE:  DME/DME/IRU or GPS required.
NOTE:  RADAR required.
NOTE:  RNAV 1.
NOTE:  Turbojet aircraft only.
NOTE:  For  Non-GPS equipped a i rcraf t :
             OGD, TCH, BVL,  and MLD DME must  be operat ional  for  HAYDEN transi t ions.
TAKE-OFF MINIMUMS
(NOTES CONTINUED ON FOLLOWING PAGE)
069^








                            NA-ATC.
Standard wi th a min imum
cl imb of  415’  per  NM to 9000.
ATC c l imb of  370’  per  NM from 9000 to 13000.
Standard wi th a min imum cl imb of  385’  per  NM 
to 9000.   ATC c l imb of  385’  per  NM from 9000
to 13000.
Standard wi th a min imum cl imb of  370’  per  NM to 9000.
ATC c l imb of  370’  per  NM from 9000 to 13000.
             OGD, TCH, FFU, and LHO DME must  be operat ional  for  HOLTR t ransi t ions.
             OGD, TCH, BVL,  OCS, and MLD DME must  be operat ional  for  MEEKER transi t ions.
             OGD, TCH, BVL,  and FFU DME must  be operat ional  for  MYTON transi t ions.






NOTE:  If  unable to accept cl imb rates and
           crossing restr ict ions, advise ATC on
           init ial contact.
1106911069
FL230  250 KIAS
FL230  250 KIAS






121.9  348.6  (Rwys 14-32,  17-35)
133.65  348.6  (Rwys 16L-34R, 16R-34L) 
SALT LAKE CITY TOWER
119.05  257.8  (Rwy 16L-34R)
118.3  257.8  (Rwys 14-32,  17-35)
132.65  336.4  (Rwy 16R-34L) 
SALT LAKE CITY DEP CON
135.5  316.15
SW-4, 10 MAR 2011 to 07 APR 2011























Figure 29. Average number of paths per procedures is shown for each airport categorized by 
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NOTE:  RADAR required.
NOTE:  RNAV 1.
NOTE:  PROHIBITED AREA (P-56) 1.5 NM NORTH
           OF DCA-AVOID-SURFACE TO 18,000 MSL. 
NOTE:  DME/DME/IRU or GPS required.
15000
15000
From over PUGEE on track 124^ to CAPSS, then on track 124^ 
to POOCH, then on track 124^ to WZRRD, then on track 099^ 
to DARIC, then on track 099^ to ELDEE, then on track 113^ to 
DMALL, then on track 114^ to KASDY, then on track 185^ to 
LACKE, then on track 192^ to SABBI. Depart SABBI heading
192^ for vectors to final approach course.
Expect  to  cross
at  FL270.
NE-3, 05 APR 2012 to 03 MAY 2012
NE-3, 05 APR 2012 to 03 MAY 2012
! ":!
31*!,=!'.!*,*?2!/NHO!?5564?2!G5,C)-15)0!?<?2Fe)-]!&.!7)5)!6-)<*6=6)-!?0!I5,d2)>?*6C!?<-!$9!7)5)!6-)<*6=6)-!?0!X?0)26<)#!!H65G,5*!<?>)0!=5,>!7+6C+!*+)!G5,C)-15)0!7)5)!?<?2Fe)-!?5)!0+,7<!6<!E?d2)!8#!!E+)!G5,C)00!10)-!*,!0)2)C*!-)G?5*15)!G5,C)-15)0!7?0!?20,!10)-!*,!0)2)C*!?5564?2!G5,C)-15)0#!!E+)!HP/P!5)G,5*0!=5,>!X1*C+6d?d1]!)*!?2#!T$9%9V!7)5)!10)!*,!0)2)C*!/NHO!?5564?2!G5,C)-15)0!=,5!*+)!I5,d2)>?*6C!c5,1G#!E7,!?5564?20!7)5)!0)2)C*)-!?*!5?<-,>!=5,>!)?C+!,=!*+)!*,G!&'!3BI!?65G,5*0!T(;E/B!DHHPJ]!$9%9V!=,5!C,>G?560,<!?0!*+)!X?0)26<)!c5,1G#!!E+)!*6*2)0!,=!?22!G5,C)-15)0!=,5!)?C+!?65G,5*!?<?2Fe)-!?5)!0+,7<!6<!HGG)<-6h!D#!!!













*Statistically significant for 95% confidence (! = 0.05) !!!!!









































































Figure 32. . List of chart elements reviewed for arrivals comparing Baseline Group with Problematic 
Group A) shows the average number of procedure elements B) and C) show the procedure elements 
related to distance 


































































































Figure 33. Average number of altitude constraints per path is shown for each airport categorized by 
Baseline and Problematic. 
! :9!










































































































Figure 34. Average number of non-constrained altitudes per path is shown for each airport 




























































































Figure 35. Average number of waypoints per path for arrival procedures is shown for each airport in 
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NW-1, 10 FEB 2011 to 10 MAR 2011
NW-1, 10 FEB 2011 to 10 MAR 2011NW-1, 10 MAR 2011 to 07 APR 2011


















Figure 36. Example approach charts (a) current chart (b) modified chart 
! :.!
!
Figure 37. Example departure procedure (a) current chart (b) modified chart. !!
LEETZ TWO DEPARTURE
(RNAV)
SALT LAKE CITY INTL
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
(SLC)
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
(SLC)



























































































































































12000  230 KIAS
NOTE:  DME/DME/IRU or GPS required.
NOTE:  RADAR required.
NOTE:  RNAV 1.
NOTE:  Turbojet aircraft only.
NOTE:  For  Non-GPS equipped a i rcraf t :
             OGD, TCH, BVL,  and MLD DME must  be operat ional  for  HAYDEN transi t ions.
TAKE-OFF MINIMUMS
(NOTES CONTINUED ON FOLLOWING PAGE)
069^








                            NA-ATC.
Standard wi th a min imum
cl imb of  415’  per  NM to 9000.
ATC c l imb of  370’  per  NM from 9000 to 13000.
Standard wi th a min imum cl imb of  385’  per  NM 
to 9000.   ATC c l imb of  385’  per  NM from 9000
to 13000.
Standard wi th a min imum cl imb of  370’  per  NM to 9000.
ATC c l imb of  370’  per  NM from 9000 to 13000.
             OGD, TCH, FFU, and LHO DME must  be operat ional  for  HOLTR t ransi t ions.
             OGD, TCH, BVL,  OCS, and MLD DME must  be operat ional  for  MEEKER transi t ions.
             OGD, TCH, BVL,  and FFU DME must  be operat ional  for  MYTON transi t ions.






NOTE:  If  unable to accept cl imb rates and
           crossing restr ict ions, advise ATC on
           init ial contact.
1106911069
FL230  250 KIAS
FL230  250 KIAS






121.9  348.6  (Rwys 14-32,  17-35)
133.65  348.6  (Rwys 16L-34R, 16R-34L) 
SALT LAKE CITY TOWER
119.05  257.8  (Rwy 16L-34R)
118.3  257.8  (Rwys 14-32,  17-35)
132.65  336.4  (Rwy 16R-34L) 
SALT LAKE CITY DEP CON
135.5  316.15
SW-4, 10 MAR 2011 to 07 APR 2011
SW-4, 10 MAR 2011 to 07 APR 2011
SW-4, 10 MAR 2011 to 07 APR 2011
SW-4, 10 MAR 2011 to 07 APR 2011










Figure 39. An example of modified charts for the graphical page of LEETZ TWO departure, Salt 





!! !!!!! !!!!!!!!!! ! !!!!
!"#$
!%#$
Figure 40. Example Jeppesen approach procedures (a) Current chart (b) Modified chart 
! :8!
!! !!!! !!!!!!!!!!! !!!!
!"#$
!%#$
Figure 41. Example Jeppesen departure procedures (a) Current chart (b) Modified chart 
! A9!
!;<!?--6*6,<]!<,!C+?<c)0!7)5)!>?-)!*,!*+)!,56c6<?2!*6*2)0!,=!*+)!G5,C)-15)0#!!R,7)4)5]!6<!,5-)5!*,!-60*6<c160+!*+)!6<-646-1?2!G?c)0!,=!*+)!>,-6=6)-!C+?5*0]!-60*6<C*!<?>)0!7)5)!?006c<)-!*,!)?C+!G?c)#!!K,5!?GG5,?C+!G5,C)-15)0]!;HK!<?>)0!,=!)?C+!G?*+!7)5)!?006c<)-#!!K,5!-)G?5*15)!G5,C)-15)0]!*5?<06*6,<!=6h)0!,5!51<7?F!<?>)0!7)5)!?006c<)-#!!E+)!<?>)0!7)5)!,5-)5)-!?2G+?d)*6C?22F!T,5!C+5,<,2,c6C?22F!=,5!51<7?F!<?>)0V!76*+6<!)?C+!c5,1G#!!!B?C+!C+?5*!>?<1=?C*15)5!G2?C)-!*+)0)!?006c<)-!C+?5*!<?>)0!6<!-6==)5)<*!?5)?0!,=!*+)!C+?5*!d?0)-!,<!*+)65!0*?<-?5-!C?5*,c5?G+6C!C,<4)<*6,<0#!!KHH!H)5,N?4!C+?5*!>?<1=?C*15)50!G2?C)-!*+)!?006c<)-!C+?5*!<?>)!1<-)5!*+)!,56c6<?2!*6*2)!?*!*+)!*,G!,=!*+)!G?c)!?0!0+,7<!6<!K6c15)!&"!TdV!76*+!*+)!*6*2)!mXHNLPgB(BEEBn!?<-!K6c15)!&:!TdV!76*+!*+)!*6*2)!m/3DW!PI/;NLPn#!!`)GG)0)<!C+?5*!>?<1=?C*15)50!6<0)5*)-!*+)!C+?5*!<?>)0!6<!*+)!G2?<!46)7!=,5!?GG5,?C+!G5,C)-15)0!?0!0+,7<!6<!K6c15)!.9!TdV!76*+!*+)!*6*2)!mL3JKBgERBPBgQR;EBRHSSn!?<-!<)?5!*+)!c5?G+6C!-)0C56G*6,<!,=!*+)!5,1*)!=,5!-)G?5*15)!G5,C)-15)0!?0!0+,7<!6<!K6c15)!.%!TdV!76*+!*+)!*6*2)!m/QZP!%:Dg/!%ASg/#n!!/)c?5-2)00!,=!*+)!C+?5*!>?<1=?C*15)5]!*+)!0?>)!<?>)0!7)5)!?006c<)-!*,!d,*+!KHH!?<-!`)GG)0)<!C+?5*0#!!!
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Figure 44. An example screenshot of the experiment display from the beginning of a trial is 
shown, where a clearance and question is shown to the pilot without the chart.  
Figure 45. An example screenshot of experiment display after "Chart" button is clicked is 




Figure 46. An example screenshot of experiment display after "answer question" button is clicked is 



















































Table 13. Participant’s Experience and Background H4)5?c)!<1>d)5!,=!G5,C)-15)0!=2,7<!6<!*+)!2?0*!?C*64)!>,<*+!! H4)5?c)!K26c+*!R,150! ;<0*51C*,50g!D+)Ci!H65>?<! /NHO!T/NIV!;HI! /NHO!P;J!H6526<)!TN!x!$AV! %$].:"! %.! $#"! &#.!
D,5G,5?*)!TN!x!%8V! %9]%:8! %! $#9! $#:!




Figure 48. Comfort level for RNAV (RNP) approaches and RNAV departures rated by participants 




















































^Og%NG_%X,60)!H65!E)5>6<?2!TX3;V! %! 9! %!X,e)>?<gL?22?*6<!K6)2-!TX\NV! 9! 9! 9!DO5P%^DOL_%


































Figure 49. Average response times for Current and Modified charts for 







































































































































































Figure 53. Average response times for Current and Modified charts for each Question type. 
%99!!




5.4.1.1 Approach Procedures K6c15)!'&!0+,70!*+)!5)0G,<0)!*6>)0!=,5!)?C+!I?*+YPG)C6=6C!f1)0*6,<0!G,0)-!6<!*+)!)hG)56>)<*!=,5!/NHO!T/NIV!;HI0!d2,Ci#!!3<!?4)5?c)]!G62,*0!?<07)5)-!?22!G?*+Y0G)C6=6C!f1)0*6,<0!06c<6=6C?<*2F!=?0*)5!106<c!(,-6=6)-!C+?5*0!C,>G?5)-!*,!D155)<*!C+?5*0#!!E?d2)!$&!d)2,7!0+,70!*+)!6<-646-1?2!>)?<0!?<-!*+)!*7,Y*?62)-!G?65)-!*Y*)0*!5)012*0!=,5!)?C+!f1)0*6,<!*FG)#!!H0!+FG,*+)06e)-]!I?*+YPG)C6=6C!f1)0*6,<0]!7+6C+!?5)!?==)C*)-!dF!*+)!C+?5*!>,-6=6C?*6,<0]!0+,7!?!2,7)5!5)0G,<0)!*6>)!7+)<!106<c!(,-6=6)-!C+?5*0#!!!!
%9%!!
!!!
Table 20. Statistics for each Path-Specific Question type comparing Current and Modified approach 
charts. ! D155)<*!TP)C,<-0V! (,-6=6)-!TP)C,<-0V! P*?*60*6C?2!E)0*6<c!H2*6*1-)! $$#:! %&#'! $ $ 3$)SL+$M$W"=WF$,$OP"P#$E5?Ci! %%#A! %9#&! $ $ 3$)SL+$M$="=#F$,$OP"P#$J60*?<C)! $:#"! %.#.! $ $ 3$)SL+$M$R"Q!$F$,$OP"P#$PG))-! %.#$! :#&! $ $ 3$)SL+$M$R"R!$F$,$OP"P#$N,*)0! %A#8! %%#$! $ $ 3$)SL+$M$R"QR$F$,$OP"P#$!

























Figure 54. Average response times for each Path-Specific questions for approaches.   
%9$!!
!
Figure 55. Average response times for each Path-Specific questions for departures.   !!
Table 21. Statistics for each Path-Specific Question type comparing Current and Modified departure 




























Table 22. Statistics for each General Question type comparing Current and Modified approach 






















Figure 56. Average response times for each General question type for 





















H)5,<?1*6C?2!D+?5*6<c!K,51>!THDKV!T$998V#!/)C,>>)<-?*6,<!J,C1>)<*!KHH!D,<*5,2!q!98Y9$Y$$9#!H4?62?d2)! ?*! +**GUgg?)5,<?4#=??#c,4g6<-)h#?0Gzh>2x?)5,<?4g?C=! THCC)00)-!%"!N,4)>d)5!$9%9V#!!X?i)5]! D#H#]! (,5560]! J#! K#]! l! P*)?->?<]! Q#D#]! mE?5c)*! /)C,c<6*6,<! 6<! D,>G2)h! J60G2?F0n]!R1>?<!K?C*,50]!%8"9#!!!X?5+F-*]! /#! ?<-! H-?>0]! D#! T$99"?V! R1>?<! K?C*,50! D,<06-)5?*6,<0! =,5! H5)?! N?46c?*6,<!J)G?5*15)! ?<-! H5564?2! I5,C)-15)0#! I5)0)<*)-! ?*! ;DHP! $99"! v! $'*+! D,<c5)00! ,=! *+)!;<*)5<?*6,<?2!D,1<C62!,=!*+)!H)5,<?1*6C?2!PC6)<C)0]!&YA!P)G#!$99"]!R?>d15c]!L)5>?<F#!H4?62?d2)!,<26<)!?*!+**GUgg<*50#<?0?#c2,4g#!X?5F+-*]!/#! ?<-!H-?>0]!D#! T$99"dV!R1>?<!K?C*,50!D,<06-)5?*6,<0! =,5!I)5=,5>?<C)YX?0)-!N?46c?*6,<#!TNHPHgE(Y$99"Y$%.'&%V#!S?<c2)F]!OH#!NHPH!S?<c2)F#!H4?62?d2)!,<26<)!?*!+**GUgg<*50#<?0?#c2,4g#!!!X2,>d)5c]! /#]! X60+,G]! B#]! R?>62*,<]! `#! DA/@9/3?.6$ .\$ *-.3.3I,;$ '?-$ 2/--?;-$ 8643-9:;63$
',,-./01$*-.0;79-;$21/-34#!K6<?2!/)G,5*!N,#!J3EYONEPDYKHHY8'Y$.#!X1*C+6d?d1]!H#]!(6-i6==]!H#]!W)<-5?]!H#]!R?<0>?<]!/#`#]!l!D+?<-5?]!J#!T$9%9V#!H<?2F060!,=!0?=)*F!5)G,5*0! 6<4,246<c! ?5)?! <?46c?*6,<! ?<-! 5)f165)-! <?46c?*6,<! G)5=,5>?<C)! G5,C)-15)0#!
*-.0;;7?6C4$ .\$ 31;$ 863;-6/3?.6/@$ 2.6\;-;60;$ .6$ ]9:/6^2.:,93;-$ 863;-/03?.6$ ?6$
';-.6/93?04!TRD;YH)5,!$9%9V#!&Y'!N,4)>d)5]!D?G)!D?<?4)5?2]!KS#!!K)-)5?2! H46?*6,<! H->6<60*5?*6,<! T$9%9V#! ! KHH! N))-0! *,! ;>G2)>)<*! (,5)! B==6C6)<*!I)5=,5>?<C)YX?0)-! N?46c?*6,<! I5,C)-15)0! ?<-! D2?56=F! E+)! /,2)! ,=! E+65-! I?5*6)0#!!/)G,5*!N1>d)5U!HOY$9%%Y9$'#!!J)C)>d)5!$9%9#!!!K)-)5?2! H46?*6,<! H->6<60*5?*6,<! H-460,5F! D65C12?5! THDV! %'9g%'&99Y%&]! DRL! "]! HGG)<-6h!%"U!N)7!;<0*51>)<*!HGG5,?C+!I5,C)-15)0]!$999#!!!K)-)5?2!H46?*6,<!H->6<60*5?*6,<!H-460,5F!D65C12?5!$%%Y$!T%8":V#!/)C,>>)<-)-!P*?<-?5-0!=,5!;K/!H)5,<?1*6C?2!D+?5*0#!!K)-)5?2! H46?*6,<! H->6<60*5?*6,<! T$99AV! ;<0*51>)<*! K2F6<c! R?<-d,,i#! ! KHHYRYA9A&Y%'H#!D+?G*)5! AU! E+)! N?*6,<?2! H650G?C)! PF0*)>#! H4?62?d2)! 3<26<)! ?*!+**GUgg777#=??#c,4g26d5?5Fg>?<1?20g?46?*6,<g6<0*51>)<*s=2F6<cs+?<-d,,ig>)-6?gKHHYRYA9A&Y%'Hp$9Yp$9D+?G*)5p$99A#G-=#!!K)-)5?2! H46?*6,<! H->6<60*5?*6,<! T$99AV! ;<0*51>)<*! K2F6<c! R?<-d,,i#! ! KHHYRYA9A&Y%'H#!D+?G*)5! 8U! E+)! H65! E5?==6C! D,<*5,2! PF0*)>#! H4?62?d2)! 3<26<)! ?*!+**GUgg777#=??#c,4g26d5?5Fg>?<1?20g?46?*6,<g6<0*51>)<*s=2F6<cs+?<-d,,ig>)-6?gKHHYRYA9A&Y%'Hp$9Yp$9D+?G*)5p$998#G-=#!!K)-)5?2! H46?*6,<! H->6<60*5?*6,<! T$99AV! ;<0*51>)<*! K2F6<c! R?<-d,,i#! ! KHHYRYA9A&Y%'H#!D+?G*)5! %9U! ;<0*51>)<*! I5,C)-15)! K26c+*! /12)0! T;K/V! K26c+*#! H4?62?d2)! 3<26<)! ?*!+**GUgg777#=??#c,4g26d5?5Fg>?<1?20g?46?*6,<g6<0*51>)<*s=2F6<cs+?<-d,,ig>)-6?gKHHYRYA9A&Y%'Hp$9Yp$9D+?G*)5p$9%9#G-=#!!K)-)5?2! H46?*6,<! H->6<60*5?*6,<! T$99:V! ;<0*51>)<*! I5,C)-15)0! R?<-d,,i#! ! KHHYRYA$"%Y%H#! D+?G*)5! $U! E?i),==0! ?<-! J)G?5*15)0#! ! H4?62?d2)! 3<26<)! ?*!!+**GUgg777#=??#c,4g26d5?5Fg>?<1?20g?46?*6,<g6<0*51>)<*sG5,C)-15)0s+?<-d,,ig>)-6?gDRY9$#G-=#!!
%%%!!
K)-)5?2! H46?*6,<! H->6<60*5?*6,<! T$99:V! ;<0*51>)<*! I5,C)-15)0! R?<-d,,i#! ! KHHYRYA$"%Y%H#! D+?G*)5! .U! H5564?20! H4?62?d2)! 3<26<)! ?*!!+**GUgg777#=??#c,4g26d5?5Fg>?<1?20g?46?*6,<g6<0*51>)<*sG5,C)-15)0s+?<-d,,ig>)-6?gDRY9.#G-=#!!K)-)5?2! H46?*6,<! H->6<60*5?*6,<! T$99:V! ;<0*51>)<*! I5,C)-15)0! R?<-d,,i#! ! KHHYRYA$"%Y%H#! D+?G*)5! 'U! HGG5,?C+! H4?62?d2)! 3<26<)! ?*!!+**GUgg777#=??#c,4g26d5?5Fg>?<1?20g?46?*6,<g6<0*51>)<*sG5,C)-15)0s+?<-d,,ig>)-6?gDRY9'#G-=#!!K)-)5?2! H46?*6,<! H->6<60*5?*6,<! 35-)5! A$"9#'$#! ! M<6*)-! P*?*)0! P*?<-?5-! /)f165)-!N?46c?*6,<!I)5=,5>?<C)!T/NIV!HGG5,?C+!I5,C)-15)0!76*+!PG)C6?2!H65C5?=*!?<-!H65C5)7!H1*+,56e?*6,<!/)f165)-!TPHHH/V#!!!K)-)5?2!H46?*6,<!H->6<60*5?*6,<!35-)5!q!A$"9U!E)5>6<?2!;<0*51>)<*!I5,C)-15)0!TEB/IPV#!K)-)5?2!H46?*6,<!H->6<60*5?*6,<!35-)5!q!A$"9Y%U!E)5>6<?2!;<0*51>)<*!I5,C)-15)!TEB/IPV!K,51>0!Q?64)50#!!!R?<0>?<]!/#`#!l!(Fi6*F0+F<]!(#!T%88'V!H<!BhG2,5?*,5F!P154)F!,=!;<=,5>?*6,<!/)f165)>)<*0!=,5!;<0*51>)<*!HGG5,?C+!D+?5*0#!K6<?2!/)G,5*!N,#!J3EYONEPDYKHHY8'Y"]!(?5C+!%88'#!!!R,<)F7)22!T$99:V!/NI!PHHH/!BC,<,>6C!X)<)=6*!D?2C12?*,5#!!!;DH3! J,C! A%"A! O,2! ;;! v! I5,C)-15)0! =,5! H65! N?46c?*6,<! P)546C)0U! H65C5?=*! 3G)5?*6,<0!TIHNP3IPV!(?<c,2-]!P#]!B2-5)-c)]!J#]!S?1d)5]!B#!T%88$V!R1>?<!K?C*,50!J)06c<!I56<C6G2)0!=,5!;<0*51>)<*!HGG5,?C+! I5,C)-15)! D+?5*0#! O,21>)! ;! v! /)?-?d626*F#! ! K6<?2! /)G,5*! N,#! J3EYONEPDYKHHY8$Y8#!H1c10*!%88$#!!(;E/B! D)<*)5! =,5! H-4?<C)-! H46?*6,<0! PF0*)>0! J)4)2,G>)<*! T$9%9V! I)5=,5>?<C)! X?0)-!N?46c?*6,<! D?G?d626*6)0! /)G,5*#! H4?62?d2)! ?*!+**GUgg777#>6*5)C??0-#,5cgIXND?G?d626*F/)G,5*g#!THCC)00)-!&!(?F!$9%9V!(;E/B! D)<*)5! =,5! H-4?<C)-! H46?*6,<0! PF0*)>0! J)4)2,G>)<*! T$9%%V! I)5=,5>?<C)! X?0)-!N?46c?*6,<! D?G?d626*6)0! /)G,5*#! H4?62?d2)! ?*!+**GUgg777#>6*5)C??0-#,5cgIXND?G?d626*F/)G,5*g#!THCC)00)-!A!J)C!$9%%V!(?12*)5]!`#]!Q?5<)5]!(#]!J6P?56,]!/#!(#]!l!R1<*2)F]!(#P#!T%889V!J)06c<!D,<06-)5?*6,<0!=,5!;HI!D+?5*0U! HGG5,?C+! D+?5*0! E5?Ci! ?<-! D,>>1<6C?*6,<! K5)f1)<C6)0#! /)G,5*! N,#!J3EgKHHg/JY8%g%8#!!ONEPD#!!!(Fi6*F0+<]! (#! l! R?<0>?<]! /#`#]! T%88%V! J)06c<! ?<-! B4?21?*6,<! ,=! H-4?<C)-! B2)C*5,<6C!D,CiG6*! J60G2?F0! K,5! ;<0*51>)<*! HGG5,?C+! ;<=,5>?*6,<#! ! P#(#! E+)060]! J)G?5*>)<*! ,=!H)5,<?1*6C0! ?<-! H0*5,<?1*6C0]! (?00?C+10)**0! ;<0*6*1*)! ,=! E)C+<,2,cF#! ! P)G*)>d)5!%88%#!!!/6Ci0]!Q#]!`,<00,<]!`#]!X?55F]!`#!T%88"V!(?<?c6<c!HGG5,?C+!I2?*)!;<=,5>?*6,<!T(HIS;PEVU!H<!;<=,5>?*6,<! /)f165)>)<*0! H<?2F060! ,=! HGG5,?C+! D+?5*! M0)#! ! NHPH! E)C+<6C?2! I?G)5!&'"%#!K)d51?5F!%88"#!!!30d,5<)]! J#Q#! l! R1<*2)F]! (#P#! T%88$V#! J)06c<! ,=! ;<0*51>)<*! HGG5,?C+! I5,C)-15)! D+?5*U!D,>G5)+)<06,<!PG))-!,=!(600)-!HGG5,?C+!;<0*51C*6,<0!D,-)-!6<!E)h*!,5!;C,<0#!/)G,5*!N,U!J3EgKHHg/JY8$g&!ONEPD#!!!
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In order to achieve potential operational and safety benefits 
enabled by Area Navigation (RNAV) and Required 
Navigation Performance (RNP) procedures it is important to 
monitor emerging issues in their initial implementation. 
Reports from the Aviation Safety Reporting System (ASRS) 
were reviewed to identify operational issues related to RNAV 
and RNP procedures. This review is part of a broader effort to 
understand emerging human factors issues for performance 
based navigation. A total of 285 relevant reports filed between 
January 2004 and April 2009 were identified and analyzed. 
For departure procedures, the majority of reports mention 
heading or track deviations, which are classified as “lateral” 
issues. For arrival and approach procedures, the majority of 
reports mention altitude deviations, which are classified as 
“vertical” issues. The track and heading issues were often 
associated with dropped transition waypoints in the Flight 
Management System (FMS). Altitude deviations during 
arrival and approach procedures were mainly associated with 
Air Traffic Control (ATC) “descend via” phraseology. The 
analysis shows that RNAV and RNP procedure issues are 
integrated with ATC operations, FMS, and procedure design 
issues.  
Keywords 
Aviation Safety Reporting System, ASRS, RNAV, RNP, 
SIDs, STARs, IAPs, Performance Based Navigation, PBN 
INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION 
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and International 
Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) are transitioning to 
performance based navigation airspace. As a result, more Area 
Navigation (RNAV) and Required Navigation Performance 
(RNP) procedures are being developed (MITRE CAASD, 
2010). RNAV procedures allow the aircraft to fly directly 
between points in space without relying on ground-based 
navigation aids.  RNP procedures meet specific requirements 
for position determination and track conformance, allowing 
the aircraft to fly more precise paths. RNAV and RNP 
procedures offer operators new levels of flexibility to 
negotiate terrain, airspace, and environmental considerations, 
and offer significant safety improvements. Operators see these 
benefits, and are pushing to develop more of these procedures.   
However, there are human factors concerns because RNAV 
and RNP procedures can result in paths that are complex to fly 
and typically require the assistance of a Flight Management 
Computer (FMC) to negotiate precise speed, altitude, and 
lateral path constraints. A list of related human factors issues 
was collected and summarized by Barhydt and Adams in a 
comprehensive research report (2006a). Separately, Barhydt 
and Adams (2006b) reported on an exploratory study using the 
Aviation Safety Reporting System (ASRS) database to 
identify 124 reports filed between 2000 and mid-2005 related 
to RNAV and RNP departure and arrival procedures at seven 
specific airports.   
Barhydt and Adams were the first research team to 
systematically examine human factors issues related to RNAV 
RNP procedures. They broadly categorized key issues as 
being related to air traffic operations, pilot interpretation of 
procedures, and procedure design challenges with aircraft 
automation and charting. The research presented in this paper 
is part of a larger effort to build upon the work of Barhydt and 
Adams to understand emerging human factors issues with 
RNAV and RNP procedures related to procedure design and 
to understand charting issues for RNAV/RNP procedures in 
particular.  
The goal of this review of events from the ASRS database is 
twofold. First, we are interested in knowing what performance 
issues related to procedure design and charting have been 
documented. Second we are interested in updating the analysis 
done by Barhydt and Adams by reviewing more current events 
and documenting human-performance issues.   
AVIATION SAFETY REPORTING SYSTEM (ASRS) 
BACKGROUND 
Safety reports of interest were identified from the public 
Aviation Safety Reporting System (ASRS) database managed 
by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
(NASA). The database contains voluntary self-reported 
descriptions of aviation safety events and can be searched in a 
flexible, customizable way. The outcomes and anomalies 
found in the ASRS reports are typically an actual violation or 
a “near violation” (i.e., a violation that almost occurred) of a 
requirement (e.g., an altitude clearance, or published heading 
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report grants the reporter a level of immunity for the violation 
as detailed in AC 00-46D (FAA, 1997).  
There are limitations to the data contained in ASRS reports, 
which are described online (http://asrs.arc.nasa.gov/). The 
public database contains only a subset of the reports submitted 
for processing, so the frequency of events does not represent 
the total population of events. Because of the self-reporting 
nature of ASRS, reports may contain subjective biases. 
Reporters include air traffic controllers, pilots, and other 
crewmembers.   
METHOD 
The following fields were specified in order to identify 
relevant reports: Date of Incident, Keyword, Event Anomaly, 
and Flight Phase. The criteria used for these fields are listed in 
Table 1 below. A total of 2104 reports were extracted based 
on these search criteria. However, this set contained numerous 
cases that did not involve RNAV/RNP procedures because of 
the way the search query was constructed; these cases were 
discarded manually, yielding a total of 285 relevant reports for 
analysis.  
The final set of relevant ASRS reports was reviewed to 
identify human factors issues related to RNAV procedures. 
The reports were grouped based on the type of procedure 
involved for the analysis: Standard Instrument Departure 
(SID), Standard Terminal Arrival (STAR), and Instrument 
Approach Procedure (IAP). The subjective narrative was 
reviewed carefully in order to extract as much information as 
possible about the event. 
Field Filter Criteria  
Date of Incident Jan 2004 – Jan 2010 
Keyword RNAV, RNP, Chart, Approach, SID, STAR, DP, IAF, 
FAF 
Event Anomaly Airspace Violation, ATC issues, Conflict (airborne, 
NMAC), Deviation – Altitude, Deviation – Procedural, 
Deviation – Speed, Deviation – Track/Heading 
Flight Phase Takeoff, Initial climb, Climb, Descent, Initial 
Approach, Final Approach, Landing 
Table 1. Criteria used to search the ASRS database. 
Each ASRS report was reviewed independently by two 
researchers. The reviewers determined whether the flight 
deviation that occurred was in the Lateral, Vertical, or Speed 
domain(s). Lateral issues included deviations in track or 
heading. Vertical issues pertain to altitude deviations. Speed 
deviations are less common than altitude deviations because 
speed is typically only a constraint below 10,000 ft altitude. 
Reviewers could assign more than one domain to a given 
report if multiple deviations occurred. 
The reviewers also iteratively created a list of recurring 
problems that contributed to the event. The first iteration of 
the list of issues included the four broad categories that were 
used by Barhydt and Adams (2006b): automation, air traffic 
control, airline operations, and procedure design. However, 
this categorization proved to be too general given the large 
number of cases in the data set (285). Therefore, more specific 
issues categories were constructed. For example, procedure 
design issues were subcategorized based on their relation to: 
x Chart Format (e.g., single page, fold-out, multiple pages) 
x Chart Density (large amount of information on the chart in a 
small space) 
x Graphic (visual depiction of the procedure) 
x Notes (confusion with text description or procedure notes) 
x Complexity (difficult to fly, e.g., hard bank angles required) 
x Waypoint Constraints (depiction of altitude and other 
constraints at the waypoint) 
x Other (miscellaneous chart confusion, unable to categorize) 
To complete the analysis, ratings between researchers were 
reconciled and recurring problems were tallied.   
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Of the 285 reports identified in this review, 202 pertain to 
departures, 69 pertain to arrivals, and 14 pertain to instrument 
approaches. The bulk of reports (235, or 82%) were from Title 
14 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 121 operators 
(scheduled airline carriers). Just two reports were from Title 
14 CFR Part 135 (charter/air taxi) operators and 45 were from 
Title 14 CFR Part 91 (private) operators. Although we 
requested reports through 2010, the most recent event 
retrieved was from April 2009, likely because of the delay in 
processing reports for the public database. 
A large number of the reports in our set (41%) were filed in 
2006. This was, coincidentally, the same year that ASRS 
published its own brief analysis of the Dallas-Fort Worth 
RNAV departure procedures (NASA, 2006). Many of the 
reports in our data set (88) are from the Dallas-Fort Worth 
region as well. This pattern may mean that: (a) Dallas-Fort 
Worth is an especially problematic region, (b) the ASRS team 
may have preferentially processed reports of RNAV procedure 
issues from Dallas-Fort Worth in 2006, or, (c) both.  
Overall Results 
Figure 1 below shows the number of reports classified in 
terms of the flight deviation domain, by type of procedure. Of 
the 202 departure-related reports, 175 involved lateral 
deviations (87%). For arrival procedures and approach 
procedures, deviations in the vertical domain were more 
frequent. Thirty reports out of the 69 arrivals (43%) and 12 
out of 14 (86%) approach procedure deviations were in the 
vertical domain. (Note that because a single event could be 
assigned multiple domains, the sum of cases shown in Figure 
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Figure 1. Deviations reported for each type of procedure 
categorized by Vertical, Lateral and Speed domain. 
Figure 2 shows the number of cases for each chart and 
procedure design issue subcategory, as described earlier. A 
total of 59 cases of procedure design issues were identified. A 
single ASRS report could have generated more than one of 
these issues. 
 
Figure 2. Frequency of procedure design issues across 
departures, arrivals, and approaches. 
Waypoint Constraints were the most common problem across 
all procedures (21 reports). Examples include (a) confusion 
about the waypoint constraint and (b) not being able to 
conform to the depicted altitude or speed restriction. The 
second most common problem was with notes depicted in the 
procedure. In many of these cases, pilots reported being 
confused by the text descriptions of procedures that 
accompany the visual depiction. In six cases pilots reported 
issues with multi-page or fold-out chart formats. Less 
frequently observed issues related to procedure design include 
chart density, graphic depiction in charts, and procedure 
complexity. 
Departure Procedure Issues 
As mentioned earlier, the most frequent issue with departures 
was related to flight track/heading, that is, the lateral domain. 
Figure 3 shows a histogram of departure procedures issues. 
Four issues were categorized: ATC Direct To and Resume, 
Climb Direct, Dropped Transition Waypoints, and Chart & 
Procedure Design. A significant number of incidents related 
to departure procedures were reported by S80 crews, perhaps 
due to the high percentage of S80 operations out of Dallas-
Fort Worth. 
The most common issue was Dropped Transition Waypoints 
(30%). This refers to the fact that waypoints were sometimes 
dropped from the flight path in the Flight Management System 
(FMS) for unknown reasons. This issue was mentioned in the 
NASA Callback newsletter (NASA, 2006). The suggested 
solution was for pilots to check and recheck that all transition 
waypoints are in the system, especially if Air Traffic Control 
(ATC) changes a clearance. 
Dropped Transition Waypoints may occur in combination 
with a change in the ATC clearance, such as the Direct to and 
Resume, a last minute change of departure runway, or a Climb 
Direct after departure. These clearances usually result in an 
off-path vector by ATC during climb out, with a subsequent 
resumption of the SID from a downstream waypoint. This 
problem was observed in 24 reports (11%).  
During pre-flight, flight crews follow strict procedures in a 
relatively undistracted environment to check and recheck SID 
waypoints and waypoint constraints to ensure they match the 
chart. This task may not be easy if the chart has high 
information density or clutter. When the programmed route 
has to be modified in the high-workload dynamic environment 
present in the terminal area climb out, additional tasks 
including flying the aircraft, monitoring ATC and traffic, 
deciphering detailed charts, and other distractions can 
preclude a thorough recheck of the procedure. In particular the 
recheck of downstream waypoint constraints may be “hidden” 
in a subsequent Control Display Unit (CDU) page.  
ATC may issue off-path vectoring for the purpose of 
shortening the path, separating traffic, or some other 
anticipated benefit. This however, must be balanced against 
the workload spike associated with in-flight FMS route 
modifications during dynamic phases of flight, which results 
in a higher risk of dropping waypoints and other errors. It may 
be worth investigating the human factors issues and 
cost/benefit tradeoffs of always requiring the procedures to be 
"flown as depicted", or evaluating whether 
procedure/depiction modification would facilitate re-
acquisition of the programmed route at downstream 
waypoints, while minimizing trajectory errors.  
Chart & Procedure Design issues, which were discussed 
earlier in the context of all procedures, are also shown in 
Figure 3 for departure procedures only. Approximately half of 
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Figure 3. Departure procedure issues  
Arrival Procedure Issues 
As mentioned earlier, the most common problems with 
arrivals are related to altitude, that is, the vertical domain. 
Figure 4 shows a histogram of arrival procedure issues: ATC 
“Descend Via” Clearance, Clearance Amendments & 
NOTAMS, and Chart & Procedure Design.   
 
 
Figure 4. Arrival procedure issues  
The most common issue was Chart & Procedure Design 
(43%). This issue was discussed in detail in the previous 
section. Approximately 50% of reports related to Chart & 
Procedure Design were reported for arrival procedures.   
The second most common issue was ATC “Descend Via” 
Clearances (30%). This usually resulted in a pilot deviation 
for missed crossing restrictions when using ATC phraseology 
to “descend via” a procedure.  
Pilots were confused by the “descend via” phraseology in 
several reports. As one pilot wrote:  
“In talking with many other plts about RNAV ARR/DEP 
procedures it has become clr to me that there is a lot of 
confusion in general as to what is expected of flt crews. It 
seems the more I talk to people who have been airline plts a 
lot longer than me, I become even more confused with the 
subject. I keep getting 20 different answers from other plts 
and ctlrs and plts who have talked to ctlrs. I feel FAA should 
really provide some guidance and take away the ambiguity 
from procs” (ACN 783805, 2008).   
Another set of issues are Clearance Amendments & NOTAMS 
where modifications are made to the published procedure by 
the use of Notice To Airmen (NOTAM) or via ATC vectoring. 
A clearance amendment given mid-flight (in many cases) has 
caused pilot distraction or pilot confusion and increased 
procedural complexity. For example, one pilot reported that:  
“the NOTAM changes many of the crossing restrs, and it is 
typical to get a dsnd via clrnc on this arr. I then read the 
changes to the capt and he entered them into the FMS. This 
distracted the capt from entering the new alt into the alt 
alerter, and me from verifying it… A few minutes I looked up 
at the mfd and realized we were….and still at FL220. I 
informed capt, he said he was unaware of receiving the 
crossing restr. We queried ATC, and were vectored of the 
arr and given a descent” (ACN 803827 2008).   
Approach Procedure Issues 
Of the 285 reports in our data set, only 14 pertained to 
approaches. Twelve of these 14 indicated vertical deviations 
(85%). Seven of the 14 had a deviation in altitude at the final 
approach fix. Twelve of the 14 reports were from Part 91 
operators. There were no particular identifiable trends among 
these 14 reports. The reason that so few approaches were 
identified in this data set may be because RNP approaches are 
typically specially authorized for particular aircraft and 
require aircrew training. These are relatively new procedures 
that receive limited usage by just a few airline operators. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
New RNAV and RNP procedures are being developed and 
integrated into operations at a rapid pace. These new 
procedures create both opportunity and challenges. The 
introduction of these complex procedures has resulted in the 
emergence of several human factor issues. 
Two key issues documented in the ASRS database are: (a) for 
departure procedures, deviations in the lateral domain such as 
dropped transition waypoints in the FMS and ATC off-path 
vectoring, (b) for arrival procedures, deviations in the vertical 
domain where altitude restrictions were not met due to 
confusion with “descend via” clearances given by ATC and 
amendments creating modifications to the already complex 
procedures. Data on approach procedures was too limited to 
make any strong conclusions.   
Although the issues found in this analysis are not all 
specifically related to RNAV, they are exacerbated by the 
increasing implementation of RNAV procedures. Going 
forward, more complex procedures will be developed and 
resolutions for these issues should be identified for future 
implementations. The analysis revealed that the reported 
problems were a combination of pilot, ATC, aircraft 
automation, and procedure design. Thus, an integrated 
solution will be required.  
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Subject:  RNP SAAAR Intermediate Segment Length and ATC Intervention 
 
 
Background/Discussion:  ATC is increasing the use of direct-to-the-IF to either expedite 
the IAP, or because of intervention for spacing, sequencing, etc.  The limit imposed on 
ATC is a 90 degree course change at the IF, thus the presumption for procedure design 
purposes is a 90-degree course change fly-by at the IF.  In most RNAV IAPs, the width and 
the length of the intermediate segment is sufficient to accommodate a 90-degree course 
change fly-by of the IF (DTA and recovery to centerline).  But, where there is one, or more 
intermediate segment step-down fixes then the distance between the IF and the first 
segment step-down may be insufficient to accommodate DTA and recovery to centerline. 
 
Much more significant, though, is the issue of the intermediate segment length and width in 
RNP SAAAR IAPs.  The RNP SAAAR criteria specify a standard intermediate segment with 
of 2 miles, centerline to edge (2 X 1.0 RNP), and a minimum segment length predicated only 
on the magnitude of course change (if any) at the IF.  This is the pertinent criterion from 
FAAO 8260.52: 
 
RNP SEGMENT LENGTH.  Design segments with sufficient length to accommodate 
the required descent as close to the OPTIMUM gradient as possible and DTA (see 
paragraph 1.13) where turns are required.  Minimum straight segment (any segment) 
length is 2!RNP (+DTA as appropriate for fly-by turn constructions).  Paragraph 2.8 
applies where RNP changes occur (RNP value changes 1 RNP prior to fix).  The 
maximum initial segment length (total of all sub segments) is 50 NM.  
 
If there is no course change at the RNP SAAAR IF the intermediate segment minimum 
length could be very short, and not nearly able to accommodate an ATC-imposed significant 
course change at the IF.  Further, where obstacles or other critical conditions dictate, the 
RNP SAAAR intermediate segment width could be as little as 2 X 0.10 RNP (2/10 of 1 
nautical mile).  (Ref: FAAO 8260.52, Table 1-1) 
 
This issue was presented to the PARC by NBAA and supported by the RNP SAAAR 
charting working group.  The PARC steering committee subsequently supported the issue 
and requested that NBAA bring it before the ACF–IPG as the proper medium for discussion 
and resolution of the criteria issues. 
 
Finally, the ACF-IPG has determined in Issue 96-01-166, “Determining Descent Point of Fly-
by Waypoints” that descent at the bisector of the fly-by is acceptable.  Because of the 
constraints of RNP containment area widths, decent at the bi-sector is not acceptable in 





Recommendations:  The length of the RNP SAAAR intermediate segment must be 
sufficient to accommodate a “worst case” ATC-directed course change of 90 degrees, which 
length must include DTA for a 90-degree course change, recovery of Performance Based 
Navigation (PNB) and recovery of the vertical profile and stabilized flight prior to the final 
approach segment.  Because ATO is currently proposing to provide direct-to-the-IF 
clearances in both radar and non-radar environments, the design criteria presumption must 
be a non-radar environment. 
 
Where an RNP SAAAR IAP has multiple intermediate segments, one of these intermediate 
segments must be a TF leg aligned with the final approach segment (or at least the first 
portion of the final approach segment) and must be of sufficient length to accommodate the 
issue set forth in this issue paper.  The other intermediate segments in a multiple 
intermediate segment RNP SAAAR IAP may be of any length; however, ATC needs to be 
and trained to provide direct-to clearances only to the straight segment IF. 
 
Order 8260.52 criteria needs to be changed to provide criteria to resolve the issue 
presented in this issue paper.  ATO needs to provide training to controllers on which IF is 
the appropriate IF for direct-to clearances in multiple intermediate segment RNP SAAAR 
IAPs. 
 
Further, Order 8260.54A criteria needs to be reviewed to determine whether intermediate 
segment criteria is sufficient to accommodate ATC-directed 90-degree course changes at 
the IF, particularly where the procedure itself does not have 90-degree course changes at 
the IF designed into an RNAV IAP.  Distance to intermediate segment step-down fixes must 
also be considered in RNAV IAP design criteria. 
 
Comments:  This issue affects FAA Orders 8260.52 and 8260.54A.  It also affects present 
and pending ATC directive material for direct-to-the IF clearances. 
 
 
Submitted by:  Richard J. Boll II  
Organization: NBAA 
Phone:  316-655-8856  
FAX:  
E-mail: richard.boll@sbcglobal.net  
Date: April 2, 2010 
 
Initial Discussion - Meeting 10-01:  New issue introduced by Rich Boll, on behalf of NBAA.  
ATC is increasing the use of direct-to-the-IF clearances to either expedite the approach or 
because of ATC required intervention due to traffic sequencing.  Current guidance allows up 
to a 90 degree intercept at the IF for RNAV IAPs.  However, NBAA is concerned that 
applying the 90 degree intercept on RNP SAAAR may compromise obstruction clearance 
and flyability for RNP approaches with shortened intermediate segments and reduced 
procedure design widths for obstacle containment.  This issue was previously presented to 
the PARC by NBAA and is supported by the PARC RNP SAAAR charting working group.  
The PARC steering committee subsequently supported the issue and requested that NBAA 
bring it before the ACF-IPG as the proper medium for discussion and resolution of the 
criteria issues.  NBAA is recommending that criteria in Orders 8260.52 and 8260.54A be 
reviewed to ascertain whether intermediate segment length requirements are sufficient for 
ATC directed 90 degree direct-to clearances.  Tom Schneider, AFS-420, briefed the 
%$9!!
!!!
following update as received from Jack Corman, AFS-420's lead RNAV criteria specialist, 
who performed a preliminary review of the issue : "Unless the entire Intermediate Segment 
altitude is at or above the MVA, we cannot guarantee obstacle protection for turns in excess 
of approximately 60 degrees unless the evaluation area is expanded.  Work has started on 
determining the magnitude of expansion required.  When draft criteria is written, it will enter 
the US-IFPP approach working group coordination process.  Expect signed revised criteria 
in 60-90 days if standard coordination is required."  Brad Rush, AJW-372, showed several 
examples of approaches where allowance for a 90 degree turn at the IF will require 
increased intermediate segment lengths.  Tom stated the issue would be forwarded to the 
US-IFPP for consideration.  ACTION:  AFS-420 (US-IFPP) 
             
 
Meeting 10-02:  Tom Schneider, AFS-420, briefed the following from Jack Corman, the 
AFS-420 TERPS RNAV criteria specialist: 
 
"The October 2, 2009 memorandum on RNAV segment length identifies design 
length limitations in Order 8260.54A.  Order 8260.52 contains RNP SAAAR 
segment length limitations.  Both Orders are subject to the "up to 90 degree 
intercept clearance" authority assumed in 7110.65.  However, the Order 7110.65 
ATC allowance of clearance direct to join an RNAV approach procedure at fixes 
following the IAF at intercept angles up to 90 degrees may result in a turn that 
the designed segment length was not intended to accommodate.  In these 
instances, air traffic will assure obstacle clearance is not compromised through 
use of radar and other mechanisms.  AFS-420 discussed this with ATC at length 
and they satisfied our concerns when the segment RNP value was 1.0 or greater.  
If < 1.0, amendment action or statement of ATC accepting obstacle clearance 
responsibility is required. 
 
The AFS concerns were centered on 2 problems:  1) Inadequate segment length 
to accommodate the turn, and 2) Descent into unevaluated airspace. 
 
1.  Radar monitoring is required.  Controllers are trained to take action when they 
observe gross deviations from prescribed paths.  This training and expected 
reaction is inherent to the radar controller discipline.  The controller would 
intervene to maintain altitudes at or above MVA and provide vectors back toward 
the course or re-sequence the aircraft. Although Flight Standards may and does 
provide input, controller responsibilities and the ATC discipline is under the 
purview of the ATO through Order 7110.65.  All changes go through a SMS 
process with Flight Standards representation to assure safety 
 
2.  These are direct clearance to the IF or fixes between the IF and PFAF.  The 
segment width is +/- 2 NM.  Turn radius should be in the vicinity of 2.5 to 3.5 NM 
( example airport at 4000, aircraft at 6000 ). At a 90 degree turn, the DTA is 
equal to turn radius.  If descent commences at the bisector, and the turn radius 
was as large as 4 miles, descent out of the intermediate minimum altitude would 
occur at or just slightly before crossing the segment boundary.  The MVA ROC is 
1000, intermediate segment ROC is 500.  If the area was expanded to evaluate 
the turn, at least 500 feet ROC would exist.  The probability of obstacle conflict is 




For RNP values <1.0, segment half width would decrease, but the DTA stays the 
same.  We are not yet comfortable with allowing the operation with less than a 2 
NM half-width without expanding the OEA and evaluating the area." 
 
Gary Fiske, AJT-28, stated that ATC will radar monitor all "direct to" clearances; however, 
they do not care what RNP value is designed in the procedure.  The MVA altitude at the IF 
where the turn commences provides 1,000  feet of ROC, twice the intermediate segment 
requirement of 500 feet.  Tom stated this represents a disagreement between ATC and AFS 
that the US-IFPP must address.  ACTION:  AFS-420 (US-IFPP) 
             
 
Meeting 11-01:  Tom Schneider, AFS-420, briefed the following update as received from 
Jack Corman, the AFS-420 lead RNAV criteria writer: The following is the US-IFPP's latest 
proposal, but no one has authorized us to go forward and issue a NOTICE detailing the 
evaluation.  "Where (if) ATC assumes obstacle clearance responsibility with radar 
monitoring until the aircraft is established on the inbound course, there is no objection.  
Without ATC accepting obstacle clearance responsibility until the aircraft is established on 
course, RNP values <1.0 must be successfully evaluated prior to "direct-to" clearance 
application."  Tom noted that at the last meeting the Terminal Service Unit representative 
(Gary Fiske, AJT-28) stated that "ATC will radar monitor all "direct to" clearances; however, 
they do not care what RNP value is designed in the procedure.  He asserted that the MVA 
altitude at the IF where the turn commences provides 1,000  feet of ROC, twice the 
intermediate segment requirement of 500 feet."  This represents a disagreement between 
ATC and AFS that the US-IFPP must address.  The Executive Director of the US-IFPP will 
keep the ACF-IPG apprised of the issue status.  ACTION:  AFS-420 (US-IFPP) 
             
 
Meeting 11-02:  Tom Schneider, AFS-420, briefed the following update as received from 
John Bordy, AFS-420 (ISI), the specialist assisting in addressing the ATC response as 
endorsed by Jack Corman, the AFS-420 lead RNAV criteria writer:  "The latest iteration of 
the draft Document Change Proposal (DCP) to Order 7110.65, paragraph 4-8-1 requires 
ATC to radar monitor any "direct-to" application associated with a clearance for an RNAV 
(RNP) approach.  This requirement will be valid for all RNAV (RNP) approaches, without 
regard to the RNP value of the segment associated with the fix used for the "direct-to" 
clearance.  AFS-420 is satisfied with the language of the DCP and recommends closure of 
this item".  Terry Pearsall, AJT-28 briefed that the Safety Risk Management Decision 
(SRMD) was uncontested.  The group consensus was to leave the issue open until the 
change is published in JO 7110.65.  AJT-24 will  track the DCP change until published. 
ACTION:  AJT-24. 






PARC RNP Charting WG 
 
 





The PARC RNP Charting WG was tasked to review RNP SAAAR charts and provide a set of 
recommendations that if implemented, should result in uncluttered and operationally usable 
charts. This tasking was generated as a result of user complaints about the clutter and difficulty 





The WG recommendations apply to fixed wing RNP SAAAR IAP charting. Helicopter charts 
were not addressed and no recommendations are made for helicopter charting. SID and STAR 
charting was not evaluated. Procedure design criteria in FAA Order 8260.52 and AC 90-101 
requirements were deemed out-of-scope. Information contained in FAA Order 7110.65 and 




The working group determined that inappropriate implementation of criteria can result in chart 
clutter and other unintended consequences. The group did not identify a deficiency in the 
8260.52 criteria that needed addressing to resolve chart clutter issues. The recommendations in 
this document, if implemented, are intended to reduce chart clutter. Stakeholders involved in the 
procedure design process e.g. air traffic, lead operators, and procedure design specialists 
should be aware of the recommendations contained in this document. During discussion issues 
were identified that were out-of-scope that the group believes need addressing for a successful 





1. Additional Human Factors research required. The group recognized during the 
deliberations that there was limited research data on how, when, and why pilots use 
various elements on a chart, particularly when some of those elements are also 
available on a Navigation Display (Moving Map) or on the Flight Management System 
(FMS) display. The consensus was that further research was required and it was agreed 
that one of the principle recommendations should be that the PARC should encourage 
the FAA to fund and support Volpe human factors research in this area.  
 
2. Charting implications should be considered during procedure design. Procedure 
designers should consider chart clutter implications at an early stage during the 
procedure design process. One means of achieving this objective is to use the 








3. Procedures should be able to be depicted uncluttered on a standard size U.S. 
government chart. Charts larger than the standard U.S. government charts are not to be 
required or assumed by the procedure designer as a means of alleviating chart clutter.  
 
NOTE: Chart producers retain the option of using larger charts or split charts (where the 
procedure depiction is broken into two or more pages) when desired. 
 
4. Procedures that split into two separate paths that rejoin at a downstream point shall not 
be developed. An example of this type of procedure is provided below.  
 





RDU RNAV (RNP) Z RWY 23L (Orig-A 09276) 
 
5. RNAV STAR considerations when designing RNP SAAAR IAPs. RNAV STARs should 
be considered during Instrument Approach Procedure (IAP) design. Developing RNAV 
STARs in conjunction with RNAV SAAAR approach procedures can reduce the length 
and/or number of legs on the IAP and thereby reduce approach chart clutter.  
 
6. RNAV STARs developed in conjunction with RNP SAAAR IAPs. STARs designed in 
conjunction with RNP SAAAR procedures should be available to all users i.e. they 
should be RNAV-1 or RNP-1. 
 
7. Suffixed Procedure Option (e.g. KPSP RNAV (RNP) Y Rwy 13R, KPSP RNAV (RNP) Z 
Rwy 13R). When a procedure has an excessive number of transitions or legs it may be 
divided into two or more suffixed procedures. This option should be used sparingly and 







8. A single Intermediate Fix (IF) results in the simplest charting option. During procedure 
design using a single IF normally results in the simplest charting product. Providing 
guidelines on when multiple IFs are acceptable or beneficial was deemed out of scope 
for this charting group. 
 
9. Multiple IFs are restricted to RNP SAAAR procedures.  
 
10. Do not depict an Intermediate Segment in the Profile View when Multiple IFs exist. 
(Exception: Electronic Charting, see recommendation #12 in this paper). When multiple 
Intermediate Fixes (IFs) are required in RNP SAAAR procedures the Profile View will not 
include a depiction of the Intermediate Segment. 
 
Note: This recommendation should be evaluated during the proposed Volpe research 
which will review both RNP SAAAR and non-SAAAR RNP approaches. 
 
11. Depict the Intermediate Segment when there is a single IF. The Intermediate Segment 
should be depicted in the Profile View when there is a single IF. 
 
 
12. Electronic Charting Options. Electronic, data driven charts have the potential to 
dynamically display the entire Intermediate Segment Profile View based on the IAF/IF 
selected. Therefore, even when multiple IFs exist electronic charts can provide the 
flexibility to depict the single Intermediate Segment Profile View associated with the 
selected IF. Electronic charts should not be restricted from depicting the applicable 






This section documents the issues that were considered out-of-scope for charting but that 
needed to be addressed for a successful implementation of RNP SAAAR. 
 
Issue 1. Direct to IF clearances 
 
ATC can issue clearances to proceed direct to the IF involving a turn of up to 90º. (FAA Order 
7110.65 states “Established on a heading or course that will intercept the initial segment at the 
initial approach fix, or intermediate segment at the intermediate fix when no initial approach fix is 
published, for a GPS or RNAV instrument approach procedure at an angle not greater than 90 
degrees.”) Turn anticipation and subsequent roll-out on course between the IF and PFAF may 
require up to approximately 1 - 3NM (depending on ground speed and aircraft bank angle). 
 
The group recognized that placing an IF close to the PFAF may lead to operational problems 
because there is inadequate harmonization between the current guidance in 7110.65 and 
8260.52. An IF may be located as close as 0.6 NM from the PFAF in an RNP SAAAR 
procedure. A Category D aircraft cleared direct to the IF for an approach (on a 90° intercept 
angle) will not roll out and be within the acceptable cross track tolerance until after the PFAF 
(and in the Final Segment). This has operational implications because a vertical path (starting 





a) Commence the vertical path descent when possibly outside of TERPS protected 
airspace and not fully established on a segment of the approach or, 
b) The pilot will delay the descent until within acceptable cross track limits and then be 
high-on-profile (and outside of the +/- 75’ tolerance required in AC 90-101). 
 
Additional issues involving the Minimum Vectoring Altitude (MVA) relationship with the IF 
altitude and other elements also require consideration. An in-depth presentation of the issue 
was presented to the PARC on Thursday 25 February 2010 by the NBAA. The PARC concluded 
that this issue will be forwarded to the Instrument Procedures Group (IPG) of the Air Charting 
Forum (ACF). 
 
Resolution of this issue was beyond the scope of the RNP Charting WG.  
 
Recommendation: The PARC should forward this issue for resolution to the FAA.  
NOTE: This issue has previously been raised – see reference ATPAC AOC102-2. 
 
Issue 2. Vectoring to extended straight-in 
 
There was concern that if an aircraft was vectored off a procedure and then vectored to 
intercept the procedure path prior to the PFAF it could be more difficult to determine the 
minimum step-down altitudes and location of fixes prior to the PFAF using only the Plan View. 
This could be problematic if the pilot used a “direct intercept to” function on the FMS and 
eliminated step-down fixes located in the straight-in Intermediate Segment. 
 
Recommendation: Issue should be forwarded to FAA ATO/AFS to determine whether additional 
guidance or training is required for Air Traffic Controllers and/or pilots. 
 
Issue 3. Aircraft Displays. 
 
The group recognized that the additional training requirements inherent to RNP SAAAR and the 
more advanced flight deck displays that typify RNP SAAAR approved aircraft can  mitigate the 
absence of a Profile View depiction of the Intermediate Segment. (A detailed discussion of the 
AC 90-101 display requirements and acceptable deviations from the requirements was deemed 
important but beyond the scope of this group). The group believed that the importance of the 
Intermediate Segment chart depiction was significantly higher when flying procedures on aircraft 
that lack adequate Navigation Displays, moving maps, and/or FMS’.  
 
Recommendation: The Volpe human factors research should investigate the relationship and/or 
mitigation provided by ‘advanced’ cockpit displays that provide significant procedural charting 
information e.g. altitudes at waypoints, etc. A question that needs addressing is whether the 
absence of an Intermediate Segment Profile View depiction is acceptable for non SAAAR 
operations. Ideally the research may indicate whether aircraft with moving map displays mitigate 
the absence of an Intermediate Segment Profile View. 
 
Issue 4. Weighing the benefits between single and multiple IFs. 
 
Weighing the benefits gained from the use of multiple IFs versus a single IF against the 
increased charting and/or operational complexities of multiple IFs. The group recognized that 
this issue was out-of-scope. Additionally, the group membership lacked key stake holders to 
resolve this issue. There were significant differences of opinion on the relative merits and 






Recommendation: Additional information regarding the use of multiple IFs should be included in 
procedure design guidance. The PARC should either forward this issue for resolution to the FAA 
or coordinate with the FAA to delegate the issue to a PARC WG for resolution. 
 
Issue 5: Non-SAAAR application of multiple IFs 
 
It is unclear if FAA Order 8260.54A permits the use of multiple IFs in RNAV (GPS) procedures. 
Traditionally RNAV (GPS) procedures have been designed with a single IF. Recommendation 
#9 restricts multiple IFs to SAAAR which may be more restrictive than the criteria in 8260.54A. 
 
Recommendation: After the Volpe human factors research is completed, recommendation #9 
should be revisited by the FAA/PARC to determine whether criteria in 8260.54A needs revision 
or whether the employment of multiple IFs in non-SAAAR procedures is acceptable. 
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F1: Introduction to Study 
Thank you for participating in the Chart Format Study conducted by Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology and the United States Department of Transportation Volpe Center  
Participants in the study must be current and licensed instrument-rated pilots. We expect that you have 
some experience flying RNAV procedures, and it is also expected you are either qualified, or in training, 
to fly RNP procedures. If your flight experience does not meet these qualifications, please let the 
experimenter know at this time. 
Overview 
The experiment contains three sections: 
1. Introduction to study  
2. Information Retrieval Task 
3. Post-Experiment Questionnaire 
In the information retrieval task, you will answer some questions about the RNAV/RNP charts presented.  
Two types of chart formats will be presented in random order: one is what is currently used and the other 
is one we have modified.  We will measure the time and accuracy with which you answer the questions.   
Before beginning the experiment, the experimenter will give you a Consent Form and a Background 
Questionnaire.   
At the end of the experiment, you will be given a post-experiment questionnaire to provide feedback on 
the experiment.  The experiment is expected to take over an hour.  You will get opportunities to take short 
breaks throughout the session.  
Outcome 
Results of this study will be considered by the FAA in developing guidance for the design of instrument 
procedures and associated charting.  
This research is funded by the FAA Human Factors Research and Engineering Group (AJP-61) in support 
of Aviation Safety (AVS) and the Flight Technologies and Procedures Division (AFS-470). 
 
!"#$$
F2: CONSENT TO PARTICIPA!"#$%#%&%'($&)"*$+,-#."/",.+0#
Evaluating Impact of Chart De-Cluttering by Separating Paths Across Multiple-Charts 
You are invited to participate in a research study conducted by R. John Hansman, Abhizna Butchibabu, 
and Alan Midkiff, from the Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics at the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology (M.I.T.) and Divya Chandra, Andrew Kendra, and Rebecca Grayhem from the John A. Volpe 
National Transportation Center, United States Department of Transportation. You should read the 
information below, and ask questions about anything you do not understand before deciding whether or 
not to participate. 
! PARTICIPATION AND WITHDRAWAL 
Your participation in this study is completely voluntary and you are free to choose whether to be in it or 
not. If you choose to be in this study, you may subsequently withdraw from it at any time without penalty 
or consequences of any kind.  
! PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
The purpose of this study is to examine the design of instrument procedures and associated charting for 
Area Navigation (RNAV) and Required Navigation Procedures (RNP).     
! PROCEDURES 
You will be shown two types of charts: current and modified.  You will use these charts to find 
information requested by the experimenter.  Please answer the questions as quickly and as accurately as 
you can.  We will be recording your time to find the requested information. You will see both departures 
approach procedures.  
You will have a chance to practice answering chart questions before we start collecting data, and there 
will be rest breaks during the study.  
The study will take approximately one hour to complete, with breaks. You will also be given an 
opportunity to provide feedback on the study. Please feel free to ask any questions during the practice 
trials or breaks.   
! POTENTIAL RISKS AND DISCOMFORTS 
The risks involved in your participation are low and do not exceed those you would experience in a 
normal flight training atmosphere. 
! POTENTIAL BENEFITS  
Participation provides an opportunity to aid in the development of recommendations for the design of 
instrument procedures and associated charting. 
! CONFIDENTIALITY 
Any information that is obtained in connection with this study and that can be identified with you will 
remain confidential and will be disclosed only with your permission or as required by law.  
Your participation in this study is completely voluntary. Your participation is strictly confidential, and no 
individual names or identities will be recorded with any data or released in any reports. Only arbitrary 
numbers are used to identify pilots who provide data. You may terminate your participation in the study 
at any time. 
!"!##
! IDENTIFICATION OF INVESTIGATORS 
If you have any questions or concerns about the research, please feel free to contact R. John Hansman at 
rjhans@mit.edu or call (617) 253-3371 or contact Abhizna Butchibabu at abhiznab@mit.edu or call (848) 
219-7999.   
! EMERGENCY CARE AND COMPENSATION FOR INJURY 
If you feel you have suffered an injury, which may include emotional trauma, as a result of participating 
in this study, please contact the person in charge of the study as soon as possible. 
In the event you suffer such an injury, M.I.T. may provide itself, or arrange for the provision of, 
emergency transport or medical treatment, including emergency treatment and follow-up care, as needed, 
or reimbursement for such medical services.  M.I.T. does not provide any other form of compensation for 
injury. In any case, neither the offer to provide medical assistance, nor the actual provision of medical 
services shall be considered an admission of fault or acceptance of liability. Questions regarding this 
policy may be directed to MIT’s Insurance Office, (617) 253-2823. Your insurance carrier may be billed 
for the cost of emergency transport or medical treatment, if such services are determined not to be directly 
related to your participation in this study 
! RIGHTS OF RESEARCH SUBJECTS 
You are not waiving any legal claims, rights or remedies because of your participation in this research 
study.  If you feel you have been treated unfairly, or you have questions regarding your rights as a 
research subject, you may contact the Chairman of the Committee on the Use of Humans as Experimental 
Subjects, M.I.T., Room E25-143B, 77 Massachusetts Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, phone (617) 253 
6787. 
SIGNATURE OF RESEARCH SUBJECT OR LEGAL REPRESENTATIVE 
I understand the procedures described above.  My questions have been answered to my satisfaction, and I 
agree to participate in this study.  I have been given a copy of this form. 
Name of Subject 
Name of Legal Representative (if applicable) 
________________________________________  ______________ 
Signature of Subject or Legal Representative   Date 
SIGNATURE OF INVESTIGATOR  
In my judgment the subject is voluntarily and knowingly giving informed consent and possesses the legal 
capacity to give informed consent to participate in this research study. 
________________________________________  ______________ 
Signature of Investigator     Date
!"#$$
F3: Background Questionnaire 
Participant ID   
Flight Background 
Total flight hours (approximate)  
Are you a check airman or do you provide flight/simulator instruction for your company? 
 Yes  No  
Which charts would you like to use for the experiment (pick one)? 
 Jeppesen  US Government 
 
RNAV/RNP Experience 
1. Are you currently qualified for RNP approaches? 
 Yes   No  In Training 
 
2. When was your last simulator training on RNP procedures? 
 In Training Now 
 Within 2 months 
 2 to 6 months ago 
 6 to 12 months ago 
 12 or more months ago 
 
3. When was the last time you flew an RNP procedure in line operations? 
 Within 1 month 
 Within 6 months 
 6 to 12 months 
 Over 12 months 
 Never flew RNP procedures in line operations 
 
4.  a) How many SIDs did you fly in your last active month (as a flight crew)? 
 0  < 1  1 to 2  3 to 4  5 to 10  Over 10 
b) How many RNAVSIDs did you fly in your last active month (as a flight crew)? 
 0  < 1  1 to 2  3 to 4  5 to 10  Over 10 
Rate your comfort with RNAV SIDs (1 = low to 5 high)  ___________ 
!"#$$
 
5. a) How many STARs did you fly in your last active month (as a flight crew)? 
 0  < 1  1 to 2  3 to 4  5 or more 
b) How many RNAV STARs did you fly in your last active month (as a flight crew)? 
 0  < 1  1 to 2  3 to 4  5 or more 
Rate your comfort with RNAV STARs (1 = low to 5 high)   ___________ 
 
6. a) How many IAPs did you fly in your last active month (as a flight crew)? 
 0  < 1  1 to 2  3 to 4  5 or more 
b) How many RNAV (RNP) IAPs do you fly per month on average (as a flight crew)? 
 0  < 1  1 to 2  3 to 4  5 or more 
Rate your comfort with RNAV (RNP)IAPs (1 = low to 5 high) ___________ 
 
7. What types of RNP approaches do you generally fly (check all that apply)? 
 Simple (straight-in/overlay) 
 Complex (with RF legs) 




As mentioned earlier, you willuse RNAV/RNP charts to answer questions.  The task will use a computer 
display. You will view the chart and answer the questions regarding the chart presented.  Try to answer 
the questions as quickly and as accurately as you can.   
The task is divided into blocks of trials.  One block will concern SIDs, and the other will concern IAPs.  
You will be allowed several short breaks throughout the two blocks.  Before beginning the test trials, you 
will be given the opportunity to practice and ask questions.    
The overall experiment stages are shown in the table below:  %&'()*(+$,-.$/&$-0%$1&+'2$,-.$/&$-0%$34+5)*/65$1&+'2$<4-+6$=$ ,-.$/&$-0%$34+5)*/65$$1&+'2$ %&'()*(+$-0%$/&$,-.$1&+'2$-0%$/&$,-.$34+5)*/65$$1&+'2$<4-+6$>$ -0%$/&$,-.$34+5)*/65$$
Practice Trials 
There are a total of 6 practice trials per procedure type (SID or IAP) that will give you an opportunity to 
practice the task before your responses are recorded.  
You will become familiar with the display interface during the practice trials. If you have any questions 
about the task or the interface, please ask them during the practice scenarios.  
Information Retrieval Task 
Please look at the image on the handout to see an example layout for trials regarding SIDs and IAPs.   
Information Provided 
In the top right corner there is a trial counter, which will keep track of your progress within the block.  
The chart will be presented in the center of the screen. Below the chart you will receive a clearance that 
will provide you with some context to help you answer the question. The question will appear below the 
clearance.  
Viewing the chart 
You will view the presented chart(s) to find the answer to the question.  Please note the buttons used to 
view the chart(s) for SIDs and IAPs in the image on the handout.  Please click on these button(s) after you 
have understood the question.  For each question, the time taken to view the chart will be recorded.   
Answering the question 
!""##
After you have found the answer from the chart, you will click on the ‘ANSWER QUESTION’ button to 
type the answer into the text box. At this point the chart will be no longer visible and the timer will stop. 
If you forget your answer and need to refer to the chart again, you may do so, but the timer will resume 
again. You will not be timed when you are typing your response.  
When answering the questions, please do not enter the units. For example, if the answer is 4000 ft, please 
enter only “4000.” 
When you are ready to proceed to the next question, please click ‘NEXT.’  




Have you flown RNAV/RNP procedures at the following airports in the past year? 
  BOI   SLC   DFW  LAS  PSP   BZN 























Yes No  






Were the charts used reasonable? 





FAA Chart Refresher 
Part 1: Instrument Approach Procedures (IAP) 
Part 2: Standard Instrument Departures (SID) 
Part 1: 
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HIRL Rwy 2R-20L    
REIL Rwys 2R, 9,  27 and 34
MIRL Rwys 16-34 and 2L-20R
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MISSED APPROACH: Cl imbing 






























GPS Required.  For  uncompensated Baro-VNAV systems,  
procedure NA below -8^C (18^F) or  above 47^C (116^F).  































































ATIS ATLANTA APP CON PEACHTREE TOWER



















HIRL Rwy 2R-20L    
REIL Rwys 2R, 9,  27 and 34
MIRL Rwys 16-34 and 2L-20R
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MISSED APPROACH: Cl imbing 






























GPS Required.  For  uncompensated Baro-VNAV systems,  
procedure NA below -8^C (18^F) or  above 47^C (116^F).  



























Approach course, airport elevation, 















Altitude Constraints, Segment Distance, 




































ATIS ATLANTA APP CON PEACHTREE TOWER



















HIRL Rwy 2R-20L    
REIL Rwys 2R, 9,  27 and 34
MIRL Rwys 16-34 and 2L-20R
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MISSED APPROACH: Cl imbing 






























GPS Required.  For  uncompensated Baro-VNAV systems,  
procedure NA below -8^C (18^F) or  above 47^C (116^F).  






























Altitude constraints on FAA Charts:  
-  “At or below” ! line above altitude value (5000’) 
-  “At or above” ! line below altitude value (5000’) 
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HIRL Rwy 2R-20L    
REIL Rwys 2R, 9,  27 and 34
MIRL Rwys 16-34 and 2L-20R
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MISSED APPROACH: Cl imbing 






























GPS Required.  For  uncompensated Baro-VNAV systems,  
procedure NA below -8^C (18^F) or  above 47^C (116^F).  
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MISSED APPROACH: Cl imbing 






























GPS Required.  For  uncompensated Baro-VNAV systems,  
procedure NA below -8^C (18^F) or  above 47^C (116^F).  
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MISSED APPROACH: Cl imbing 






























GPS Required.  For  uncompensated Baro-VNAV systems,  
procedure NA below -8^C (18^F) or  above 47^C (116^F).  
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HIRL Rwy 2R-20L    
REIL Rwys 2R, 9,  27 and 34
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MISSED APPROACH: Cl imbing 






























GPS Required.  For  uncompensated Baro-VNAV systems,  
procedure NA below -8^C (18^F) or  above 47^C (116^F).  




























Not depicted in 
this approach 




pages.   
Part 2: 














FAA departure procedure charts may 
have 2 pages 
Second page on FAA procedure charts 
typically shows text departure route 
description and obstacle notes 





























NOTE:  1. DME/DME/IRU or GPS Required.





















NOTE:  For non-GPS equipped aircraft departing Rwy 25R or 25L,
            SLI must be operational.
NOTE:  Rwys 24L, 24R departures expect radar vector to PEVEE
            prior to NAANC.
Rwys 24L/R, 25L/R: Standard with minimum climb of 500’ per NM to 620.
Rwys 6L/R, 7L/R: NA by ATC.























Rwy 24L:   Bush 957’  f rom DER, 601’  le f t  o f  center l ine,  29’  AGL/148’  MSL.
                L ight  pole 273’  f rom DER, 547’  le f t  o f  center l ine,  12’AGL/120’  MSL.
                L ight  pole 301’  f rom DER, 425’  le f t  o f  center l ine,  10’  AGL/118’  MSL
                Antenna on pole 1358’  f rom DER, 287’  r ight  of  center l ine 25’  AGL/144’  MSL.
                Bush 240’  feet  f rom DER, 508’  r ight  of  center l ine,  10’  AGL/116’  MSL.
                L ight  pole 296’  f rom DER, 321’  r ight  of  center l ine,  8 ’  AGL/116’  MSL.   
Rwy 24R:  OL on g l ideslope 213’  f rom DER, 400’  le f t  o f  center l ine,  34’  AGL/151’  MSL.
Rwy 25L:   Pole 2366’  f rom DER, 765’  le f t  o f  center l ine,  55’  AGL/184’  MSL.
                T-L tower 2800’  f rom DER, 993’  le f t  o f  center l ine,  82’  AGL/192’  MSL.
                Transmiss ion tower 2856’  f rom DER, 927’  le f t  o f  center l ine,  82’  AGL/192’  MSL.
                Tree 2379’  f rom DER, 778’  le f t  o f  center l ine,  79’  AGL/197’  MSL.
                Bush 134’  f rom DER, 397’  le f t  o f  center l ine,  5 ’  AGL/123’  MSL.
DOCKR
HOLTZ NINE DEPARTURE
HOLTZ NINE DEPARTUREATIS 135.65 CLNC DEL
121.4  327.0
GND CON
N 121.65  327.0
S 121.75  327/0
LOS ANGELES TOWER
N 133.9  239.3
S 120.95  379.1
SOCAL DEP CON
124.3  363.2 (045^-224^)
125.2  263.025 (225^-044^)
SW-3, 29 JUL 2010 to 26 AUG 2010











Briefing Strip Information  




























NOTE:  1. DME/DME/IRU or GPS Required.





















NOTE:  For non-GPS equipped aircraft departing Rwy 25R or 25L,
            SLI must be operational.
NOTE:  Rwys 24L, 24R departures expect radar vector to PEVEE
            prior to NAANC.
Rwys 24L/R, 25L/R: Standard with minimum climb of 500’ per NM to 620.
Rwys 6L/R, 7L/R: NA by ATC.























Rwy 24L:   Bush 957’  f rom DER, 601’  le f t  o f  center l ine,  29’  AGL/148’  MSL.
                L ight  pole 273’  f rom DER, 547’  le f t  o f  center l ine,  12’AGL/120’  MSL.
                L ight  pole 301’  f rom DER, 425’  le f t  o f  center l ine,  10’  AGL/118’  MSL
                Antenna on pole 1358’  f rom DER, 287’  r ight  of  center l ine 25’  AGL/144’  MSL.
                Bush 240’  feet  f rom DER, 508’  r ight  of  center l ine,  10’  AGL/116’  MSL.
                L ight  pole 296’  f rom DER, 321’  r ight  of  center l ine,  8 ’  AGL/116’  MSL.   
Rwy 24R:  OL on g l ideslope 213’  f rom DER, 400’  le f t  o f  center l ine,  34’  AGL/151’  MSL.
Rwy 25L:   Pole 2366’  f rom DER, 765’  le f t  o f  center l ine,  55’  AGL/184’  MSL.
                T-L tower 2800’  f rom DER, 993’  le f t  o f  center l ine,  82’  AGL/192’  MSL.
                Transmiss ion tower 2856’  f rom DER, 927’  le f t  o f  center l ine,  82’  AGL/192’  MSL.
                Tree 2379’  f rom DER, 778’  le f t  o f  center l ine,  79’  AGL/197’  MSL.
                Bush 134’  f rom DER, 397’  le f t  o f  center l ine,  5 ’  AGL/123’  MSL.
DOCKR
HOLTZ NINE DEPARTURE
HOLTZ NINE DEPARTUREATIS 135.65 CLNC DEL
121.4  327.0
GND CON
N 121.65  327.0
S 121.75  327/0
LOS ANGELES TOWER
N 133.9  239.3
S 120.95  379.1
SOCAL DEP CON
124.3  363.2 (045^-224^)
125.2  263.025 (225^-044^)
SW-3, 29 JUL 2010 to 26 AUG 2010






Take-off Minimums and Obstacle Notes 




























NOTE:  1. DME/DME/IRU or GPS Required.





















NOTE:  For non-GPS equipped aircraft departing Rwy 25R or 25L,
            SLI must be operational.
NOTE:  Rwys 24L, 24R departures expect radar vector to PEVEE
            prior to NAANC.
Rwys 24L/R, 25L/R: Standard with minimum climb of 500’ per NM to 620.
Rwys 6L/R, 7L/R: NA by ATC.























Rwy 24L:   Bush 957’  f rom DER, 601’  le f t  o f  center l ine,  29’  AGL/148’  MSL.
                L ight  pole 273’  f rom DER, 547’  le f t  o f  center l ine,  12’AGL/120’  MSL.
                L ight  pole 301’  f rom DER, 425’  le f t  o f  center l ine,  10’  AGL/118’  MSL
                Antenna on pole 1358’  f rom DER, 287’  r ight  of  center l ine 25’  AGL/144’  MSL.
                Bush 240’  feet  f rom DER, 508’  r ight  of  center l ine,  10’  AGL/116’  MSL.
                L ight  pole 296’  f rom DER, 321’  r ight  of  center l ine,  8 ’  AGL/116’  MSL.   
Rwy 24R:  OL on g l ideslope 213’  f rom DER, 400’  le f t  o f  center l ine,  34’  AGL/151’  MSL.
Rwy 25L:   Pole 2366’  f rom DER, 765’  le f t  o f  center l ine,  55’  AGL/184’  MSL.
                T-L tower 2800’  f rom DER, 993’  le f t  o f  center l ine,  82’  AGL/192’  MSL.
                Transmiss ion tower 2856’  f rom DER, 927’  le f t  o f  center l ine,  82’  AGL/192’  MSL.
                Tree 2379’  f rom DER, 778’  le f t  o f  center l ine,  79’  AGL/197’  MSL.
                Bush 134’  f rom DER, 397’  le f t  o f  center l ine,  5 ’  AGL/123’  MSL.
DOCKR
HOLTZ NINE DEPARTURE
HOLTZ NINE DEPARTUREATIS 135.65 CLNC DEL
121.4  327.0
GND CON
N 121.65  327.0
S 121.75  327/0
LOS ANGELES TOWER
N 133.9  239.3
S 120.95  379.1
SOCAL DEP CON
124.3  363.2 (045^-224^)
125.2  263.025 (225^-044^)
SW-3, 29 JUL 2010 to 26 AUG 2010


















TAKE-OFF RUNWAY 24R:   Climb heading 249^ to 620, then direct to cross FABRA at or
below 3000, then via 251^ track to cross ENNEY at or below 5000, then via depicted route
to HOLTZ, Thence....
TAKE-OFF RUNWAY 24L:   Climb heading 249^ to 620, then direct to cross DLREY at or
below 3000, then via 254^ track to cross ENNEY at or below 5000, then via depicted route 
to HOLTZ, Thence....
TAKE-OFF RUNWAY 25L:  Climb heading 249^ to 620, then direct to cross HIIPR at or 
below 3000, then via 219^ track to cross ADORE at or below 5000, then via depicted 
route to HOLTZ, Thence.... 













TAKE-OFF RUNWAY 25R:  Climb heading 249^ to 620, then direct to cross DOCKR at or 
below 3000, then via 218^ track to cross  WEILR at or below 5000,  then via depicted 
























Second Page of the chart 
Altitude Constraints, Segment 




























NOTE:  1. DME/DME/IRU or GPS Required.





















NOTE:  For non-GPS equipped aircraft departing Rwy 25R or 25L,
            SLI must be operational.
NOTE:  Rwys 24L, 24R departures expect radar vector to PEVEE
            prior to NAANC.
Rwys 24L/R, 25L/R: Standard with minimum climb of 500’ per NM to 620.
Rwys 6L/R, 7L/R: NA by ATC.























Rwy 24L:   Bush 957’  f rom DER, 601’  le f t  o f  center l ine,  29’  AGL/148’  MSL.
                L ight  pole 273’  f rom DER, 547’  le f t  o f  center l ine,  12’AGL/120’  MSL.
                L ight  pole 301’  f rom DER, 425’  le f t  o f  center l ine,  10’  AGL/118’  MSL
                Antenna on pole 1358’  f rom DER, 287’  r ight  of  center l ine 25’  AGL/144’  MSL.
                Bush 240’  feet  f rom DER, 508’  r ight  of  center l ine,  10’  AGL/116’  MSL.
                L ight  pole 296’  f rom DER, 321’  r ight  of  center l ine,  8 ’  AGL/116’  MSL.   
Rwy 24R:  OL on g l ideslope 213’  f rom DER, 400’  le f t  o f  center l ine,  34’  AGL/151’  MSL.
Rwy 25L:   Pole 2366’  f rom DER, 765’  le f t  o f  center l ine,  55’  AGL/184’  MSL.
                T-L tower 2800’  f rom DER, 993’  le f t  o f  center l ine,  82’  AGL/192’  MSL.
                Transmiss ion tower 2856’  f rom DER, 927’  le f t  o f  center l ine,  82’  AGL/192’  MSL.
                Tree 2379’  f rom DER, 778’  le f t  o f  center l ine,  79’  AGL/197’  MSL.
                Bush 134’  f rom DER, 397’  le f t  o f  center l ine,  5 ’  AGL/123’  MSL.
DOCKR
HOLTZ NINE DEPARTURE
HOLTZ NINE DEPARTUREATIS 135.65 CLNC DEL
121.4  327.0
GND CON
N 121.65  327.0
S 121.75  327/0
LOS ANGELES TOWER
N 133.9  239.3
S 120.95  379.1
SOCAL DEP CON
124.3  363.2 (045^-224^)
125.2  263.025 (225^-044^)
SW-3, 29 JUL 2010 to 26 AUG 2010
SW-3, 29 JUL 2010 to 26 AUG 2010
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Altitude constraints on FAA Charts:  
-  “At or below” ! line above altitude value (5000’) 
-  “At or above” ! line below altitude value (5000’) 
-  “At” (mandatory) ! line above and below value (5000’) 



































NOTE:  1. DME/DME/IRU or GPS Required.





















NOTE:  For non-GPS equipped aircraft departing Rwy 25R or 25L,
            SLI must be operational.
NOTE:  Rwys 24L, 24R departures expect radar vector to PEVEE
            prior to NAANC.
Rwys 24L/R, 25L/R: Standard with minimum climb of 500’ per NM to 620.
Rwys 6L/R, 7L/R: NA by ATC.























Rwy 24L:   Bush 957’  f rom DER, 601’  le f t  o f  center l ine,  29’  AGL/148’  MSL.
                L ight  pole 273’  f rom DER, 547’  le f t  o f  center l ine,  12’AGL/120’  MSL.
                L ight  pole 301’  f rom DER, 425’  le f t  o f  center l ine,  10’  AGL/118’  MSL
                Antenna on pole 1358’  f rom DER, 287’  r ight  of  center l ine 25’  AGL/144’  MSL.
                Bush 240’  feet  f rom DER, 508’  r ight  of  center l ine,  10’  AGL/116’  MSL.
                L ight  pole 296’  f rom DER, 321’  r ight  of  center l ine,  8 ’  AGL/116’  MSL.   
Rwy 24R:  OL on g l ideslope 213’  f rom DER, 400’  le f t  o f  center l ine,  34’  AGL/151’  MSL.
Rwy 25L:   Pole 2366’  f rom DER, 765’  le f t  o f  center l ine,  55’  AGL/184’  MSL.
                T-L tower 2800’  f rom DER, 993’  le f t  o f  center l ine,  82’  AGL/192’  MSL.
                Transmiss ion tower 2856’  f rom DER, 927’  le f t  o f  center l ine,  82’  AGL/192’  MSL.
                Tree 2379’  f rom DER, 778’  le f t  o f  center l ine,  79’  AGL/197’  MSL.
                Bush 134’  f rom DER, 397’  le f t  o f  center l ine,  5 ’  AGL/123’  MSL.
DOCKR
HOLTZ NINE DEPARTURE
HOLTZ NINE DEPARTUREATIS 135.65 CLNC DEL
121.4  327.0
GND CON
N 121.65  327.0
S 121.75  327/0
LOS ANGELES TOWER
N 133.9  239.3
S 120.95  379.1
SOCAL DEP CON
124.3  363.2 (045^-224^)
125.2  263.025 (225^-044^)
SW-3, 29 JUL 2010 to 26 AUG 2010
SW-3, 29 JUL 2010 to 26 AUG 2010
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Not Depicted on FAA Charts 






















10000  X  150
A 5




CATEGORY B C DA
REIL Rwy 10L
TDZ/CL Rwys 10R and 28L
3900RW28L





RNAV (RNP) Z RWY 28L






GND CONATIS CLNC DEL
123.9  290.4 119.6  269.4
BOISE APP CON BOISE TOWER































































RADAR required for  
procedure entry  at  
UTEGE.
Procedure NA for  arr iva ls  at  RENOL 




































































(BOI)BOISE AIR TERMINAL (GOWEN FIELD)
AL-57 (FAA)
RNAV (RNP) Z RWY 28L
GPS required.   For  uncompensated Baro-VNAV systems,  procedure NA 
below -14^C (7^F) or  above 42^C (107^F).   For  inoperat ive MALSR 
increase RNP 0.15 and RNP 0.25 v is ib i l i ty  to  RVR 6000,  and RNP 0.30 to 1   .
MISSED APPROACH: Cl imb to 6000 
v ia t rack 280^ to J IMMI and hold,  





































3 .1  NM
3250/50   
370 (400-    )3228/40   





RNP 0.15  DA
RNP 0.25  DA














































































0 .5% UP  




































Procedure NA for  arr iva ls  at  
THESE v ia V343 nor thwest  bound. Procedure NA for  arr iva ls  at  GODFE 
v ia V365-536 nor thwest  bound.
APP CRS



































SPECIAL AIRCRAFT & AIRCREW
AUTHORIZATION REQUIRED















































MISSED APPROACH: Cl imb to 8300 v ia t rack 
123^ to HETSI,  and v ia r ight  turn to HAXAG, 












GPS Required.  For  uncompensated Baro-VNAV systems,  procedure 
NA below -23^C (-11^F) or  above 39^C (102^F).  When VGSI inop,  
procedure NA at  n ight .  For  inoperat ive MALSR increase RNP 0.30 





















































Procedure NA for  arr iva ls  v ia 
GATEY, RANEY and WOMET
via V343 southbound.
(18.9)










ELEV 4473 TDZE 4443
NW
-1, 10 M














































































3.8  NM7 .3  NM
























































LHIRL  Rwy 13R-31L
MIRL Rwy 13L-31R





RNAV (RNP) Y RWY 31L






















121.9  128.35 119.7              377.05
GPS required.   Procedure NA when contro l  tower c losed.
For  uncompensated Baro-VNAV systems,  procedure NA below
2^C (35^F) or  above 38^C (102^F).
Missed approach requi res min imum cl imb of  340’  per  NM to 3000.  
Vis ib i l i ty  reduct ion by hel icopters NA.
(10.2)
7000 to CUPOL (10)

























 R W 3
1 L  2 5  N M  
MISSED APPROACH:  Cl imb to 1800,  then c l imbing


















Final  approach course of fset  1.1^
126.7  370.95  










































SALT LAKE CITY INTL
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
(SLC)
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
(SLC)



























































































































































12000  230 KIAS
NOTE:  DME/DME/IRU or GPS required.
NOTE:  RADAR required.
NOTE:  RNAV 1.
NOTE:  Turbojet aircraft only.
NOTE:  For  Non-GPS equipped a i rcraf t :
             OGD, TCH, BVL,  and MLD DME must  be operat ional  for  HAYDEN transi t ions.
TAKE-OFF MINIMUMS
(NOTES CONTINUED ON FOLLOWING PAGE)
069^








                            NA-ATC.
Standard wi th a min imum
cl imb of  415’  per  NM to 9000.
ATC c l imb of  370’  per  NM from 9000 to 13000.
Standard wi th a min imum cl imb of  385’  per  NM 
to 9000.   ATC c l imb of  385’  per  NM from 9000
to 13000.
Standard wi th a min imum cl imb of  370’  per  NM to 9000.
ATC c l imb of  370’  per  NM from 9000 to 13000.
             OGD, TCH, FFU, and LHO DME must  be operat ional  for  HOLTR t ransi t ions.
             OGD, TCH, BVL,  OCS, and MLD DME must  be operat ional  for  MEEKER transi t ions.
             OGD, TCH, BVL,  and FFU DME must  be operat ional  for  MYTON transi t ions.






NOTE:  If  unable to accept cl imb rates and
           crossing restr ict ions, advise ATC on
           init ial contact.
1106911069
FL230  250 KIAS
FL230  250 KIAS






121.9  348.6  (Rwys 14-32,  17-35)
133.65  348.6  (Rwys 16L-34R, 16R-34L) 
SALT LAKE CITY TOWER
119.05  257.8  (Rwy 16L-34R)
118.3  257.8  (Rwys 14-32,  17-35)
132.65  336.4  (Rwy 16R-34L) 
SALT LAKE CITY DEP CON
135.5  316.15
SW-4, 10 MAR 2011 to 07 APR 2011







....via (transition) maintain FL230 or lower fi led altitude.  Expect fi led altitude 10 minutes
after departure.
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH




LEETZ TWO DEPARTURE (RNAV) SALT LAKE CITY INTL
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
(SLC)
(LEETZ2.LEETZ)
TAKE-OFF RUNWAYS 16R/16L: Climb heading 161^ to 4727, then right turn direct 
PPIGG, then via depicted route to LEETZ, thence....
TAKE-OFF RUNWAY 17: Climb heading 166^ to 4727, then right turn direct PPIGG, 






ROCK SPRINGS TRANSITION (LEETZ2.OCS)
TAKE-OFF NOTES CONT.
Rwy 16L, 16R, and 17:
 
Rwy 17:
                     Mult iple l ight poles beginning 988’ from DER, 689’ r ight of centerl ine,
up to 34’ AGL/4254’ MSL.


























(DFW)(DARTZ3.DARTZ) DALLAS FORT WORTH INTL








(RNAV) DALLAS-FORT WORTH, TEXAS
NOTE: Rwy 13L/R, 17L, 31L/R, 35R:


































































(RNAV) SL-6039 (FAA) DALLAS-FORT WORTH, TEXAS
6000
125.12 353.95 (Rwy 17R/C)
125.12 353.95 (Rwy 18R/L)
126.47 363.15 (Rwy 36R/L)






       1. DME/DME/IRU or 
           GPS Required  
       2. RNAV 1.
5500  240K
6500  240K
5000  240K 5000  240K
DARTZ THREE DEPARTURE
(7)
NOTE: For non-GPS 
equiped aircraft using 
NAVASOTA TRANSITION 
LOA must be operational.
Rwy 35L/C:  Do not  exceed 
240K unt i l  MAVVS.
Rwy 17C/R:  Do not  exceed 
240K unt i l  TREXX.
Rwy 18L/R:  Do not  exceed
240K unt i l  LARRN.
Rwy 36L/R:  Do not  exceed 
240K unt i l  KMART.
NOTE: For non-GPS 
equiped aircraft 
departing Rwys 35L/C, 
CVE, FUZ and CQY 
must be operational.
NOTE: For non-GPS 
equiped aircraft 
departing Rwys 17C/R,
18L/R, CVE and FUZ 
must be operational.
NOTE: For non-GPS 
equiped aircraft 
departing Rwys 36L/R, 





Rwy 17C/R, 18L/R: Standard with minimum climb of 500’ per
NM to 5000.
Rwy 35C: Standard with minimum climb of 536’ per NM to 6500.
Rwy 35L: Standard with minimum climb of 530’ per NM to 6500.
Rwy 36L/R: Standard with minimum climb of 500’ per NM to 5500.
NOTE: For use by Turbojet Aircraft only.
SC-2, 10 M
































TORNN TRANSITION (DARTZ3.TORNN):  (For aircraft landing Lafayette, 
Lake Charles or Beaumont/Port Arthur airports)
BILEE TRANSITION (DARTZ3.BILEE):  (For aircraft overflying the Bilee intersection,







.  .  .  . via (transition).  Maintain 10,000.  Expect fi led altitude within 10 minutes 
DARTZ THREE DEPARTURE
DARTZ THREE DEPARTURE
TAKE-OFF RUNWAY 17C:  Climb heading 174^ to 1107, then direct TREXX, cross 
TREXX at or above 5000, then on depicted route to DARTZ,  Thence  .  .  .  .
TAKE-OFF RUNWAY 17R:  Climb heading 174^ to 1107, then direct TREXX, 
cross TREXX at or above 5000, then on depicted route to DARTZ,  Thence  .  .  .  .
TAKE-OFF RUNWAY 18L:  Climb heading 174^ to 1107, then direct LARRN, 
cross LARRN at or above 5000, then on depicted route to DARTZ,  Thence  .  .  .  .
TAKE-OFF RUNWAY 18R:  Climb heading 174^ to 1107, then direct LARRN,
cross LARRN at or above 5000, then on depicted route to DARTZ, Thence  .  .  .  .
TAKE-OFF RUNWAY 35C:  Climb heading 354^ to intercept course 010^ to MECHL, 
cross MECHL at or above 4000, then on track 089^ to MAVVS, cross MAVVS at or 
above 6500, then on depicted route to DARTZ,  Thence  .  .  .  .
TAKE-OFF RUNWAY 35L:  Climb heading 354^ to intercept course 011^ to MECHL, 
cross MECHL at or above 4000, then on track 089^ to MAVVS, cross MAVVS at or 
above 6500, then via depicted route to DARTZ, Thence  .  .  .  .
TAKE-OFF RUNWAY 36L:  Climb heading 354^ to intercept course 338^ to GVINE,  
then on track 260^ to KMART, cross KMART at or above 5500, then on depicted 
route to DARTZ,  Thence  .  .  .  .
TAKE-OFF RUNWAY 36R:  Climb heading 354^ to intercept course 336^ to GVINE, 
then on track 260^ to KMART, cross KMART at or above 5500, then on depicted route 

































































 E of 1R/19L
121.9  254.3



















 230 KIAS un
til BESSY.
DME/DME/IR
U or GPS Re
quired.



















 must be ope
rational.











































mb of 500’ p











 climb of 483





 climb of 470



























































Building 1508’ from DER, 463’ left  of centerl ine, 71’ AGL/2146’ MSL. Pole 453’ from DER,
283’ left  of centerl ine, 38’ AGL/2118’ MSL. Sign 1042’ from DER, 694’ left  of centerl ine, 
35’ AGL/2124’ MSL.
Sign 1331’ from DER, 448’ r ight of centerl ine, 60’ AGL/2120’ MSL.  
Vents 604’ from DER, 539’ r ight of centerl ine, up to 17’ AGL/2095’ MSL.
Trees 761’ from DER, left  and r ight of centerl ine, up to 42’ AGL/2074’ MSL.  
Pole 747’ from DER, 442’ r ight of centerl ine, 25’ AGL/2057’ MSL.
Tower 1457’ from DER, 847’ r ight of centerl ine, 65’ AGL/2096’ MSL.
Mult iple bui ldings, trees and poles 1394’ from DER, 251’ r ight of centerl ine, up to 96’ 
AGL/2284’ MSL.  Sign 2181’ from DER, 1062’ r ight of centerl ine, 36’ AGL/2236’ MSL.
Trees 1563’ from DER, 329’ left  of centerl ine, up to 55’ AGL/2236’ MSL.  
Mult iple bui ldings, signs and poles 197’ from DER, 59’ r ight of centerl ine, up to 75’
AGL/2291’ MSL.  
Mult iple poles, signs and bui ldings 1003’ from DER, 145’ left  of centerl ine, up to 97’
AGL/2291’ MSL.  Trees 2837’ from DER, 1008’ left  of centerl ine, 72’ AGL/2230’ MSL.  
Rai lroad 2564’ from DER, 773’ left  of centerl ine, 66’ AGL/2223’ MSL.
Mult iple poles and trees 533’ from DER, 1’ left  of centerl ine, up to 271’ AGL/2457’ MSL.
Bui lding 1822’ from DER, 652’ left  of centerl ine, 59’ AGL/2238’ MSL. Roads 669’ from 



















TAKE-OFF RUNWAY 1L/R:  Climb heading 010^ to 2681’, then left turn direct BESSY, then
on track 188^ to cross MDDOG at 9000, then on track 256^ to cross TARRK at 11000, then 
on track 256^ to cross SHEAD at or above 14000.  Thence....
 
TAKE-OFF RUNWAY 7L:  Climb heading 075^ to 2681’, then direct WASTE, then on track 
075^ to cross BAKRR at or below 7000(ATC)/6000, then on track 144^ to cross MINEY at
or above 8000, then on track 210^ to HITME, then on track 261^ to cross SHEAD at or 
above 14000.  Thence....
 
TAKE-OFF RUNWAY 7R:  Climb heading 075^ to 2681’, then direct JESJI, then on track 074^ 
to cross BAKRR at or below 7000(ATC)/6000, then on track 144^ to cross MINEY at or above 
8000, then on track 210^ to HITME, then on track 261^ to cross SHEAD at or above 14000.
Thence....
 
TAKE-OFF RUNWAY 19L:  Climb heading 190^ to 2681’, then direct FIXIX, then on track 227^ 
to cross ROPPR at or below 7000(ATC)/6500, then on track 210^ to cross MDDOG at 9000, 
then on track 256^ to cross TARRK at 11000, then on track 256^ to cross SHEAD at or above
14000.  Thence....
 
TAKE-OFF RUNWAY 19R:  Climb heading 190^ to 2681’, then direct JAKER, then on track
226^ to cross ROPPR at or below 7000(ATC)/6500, then on track 210^ to cross MDDOG at
9000, then on track 256^ to cross TARRK at 11000, then on track 256^ to cross SHEAD at 
or above 14000.  Thence....
 
TAKE-OFF RUNWAY 25L:  Climb heading 255^ to 2681’, then direct PIRMD, then on track 
186^ to cross ROPPR at or below 7000(ATC)/6500, then on track 210^ to cross MDDOG at
9000, then on track 256^ to cross TARRK at 11000, then on track 256^ to cross SHEAD at
or above 14000.  Thence....
 
TAKE-OFF RUNWAY 25R:  Climb heading 255^ to 2681’, then direct RBELL, then on track 
186^ to cross ROPPR at or below 7000(ATC)/6500, then on track 210^ to cross MDDOG at 
9000, then on track 256^ to cross TARRK at 11000, then on track 256^ to cross SHEAD at 
or above 14000.  Thence....
SW
-4, 10 M


















G2: FAA Modified Charts 
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PSP RNAV (RNP) Y RWY 31L (Page 1)  
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G3: Jeppesen Modified Charts 
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